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Steve Larson (left) will replace Deborah Roy as Student Activities Commission Chairman. 
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Larson Appointed SAC Chair 
  

by Mark Landler 

HOYA Editor-in-Chief 
  

Student Activities Commissioner 
Stephen Larson (SES '86) was appointed 

chairman of the SAC Wednesday by 

Student Association President Mark 
Ouweleen (CAS ’86), one week after 

Deborah Roy (SES '87) resigned that 
post. Larson is also president of the 
Philodemic Debate Society. 

Roy's “fesignation, announced at the 

close of the weekly SAC meeting, 
“was a surprise,” according to Com- 
missioner Dean Clancy (SES '86). “I'm 
taking a leave of absence from school,” 
Roy said, “I'm sad to leave.” 

Roy denied that her resignation was 

  

linked to controversy surrounding re- 
cent SAC deliberations. Several inde- 

pendent theatre organizations had been 
denied funding, and the newly-founded 
International Leadership Foundation 
(ILF) had sparked charges of duplica- 

tion from the Interantional Relations 
Club (IRC) and the Lecture Fund. 

Ouweleen commented that Roy “was 

phenomenal” as SAC chairman. “I was 

just extremely bummed by her resigna- 
tion,” he continued. “It is a great loss.” 

In looking to the future, Roy advised 
the SAC “to get everything [from clubs] 
in writing” as a means to “tighten up 
the ship.” “I would hope that the SAC 
maintain the attitudes that we have set 

this year,” she concluded. 
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Geraldine Ferraro assessed her 1984 campaign last Wednesday. ii} 
  

Robin Norman (CAS 87) was ap- 
pointed to the chair vacated by As- 
sembly representative Wendy Walter 
(NUR '87) last month. Norman had 
been fulfilling the duties of cluster 
representative as a non-voting member 
of the SAC at Ouweleen’s request 
since Walter's resignation. 

Two SAC positions remain vacant. 
In addition to Roy’s seat, a second 
position was left intentionally unfilled 
‘by GUSA, pending the appointment 
of a freshman representative to the 
SAC following Assembly elections next 
Wednesday. The GUSA Constitution 

currently requires that three of the 
nine commissioners serve concurrently 

continued on page 2 
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Gays Shift Lawsuit Demands 
  

by Anne Vallé Schlafly 
HOYA Associate Editor 
  

In the latest phase of its six-year old lawsuit against 
Georgetown, Gay People of Georgetown University 
(GPGU) asked for “seven tangible benefits” instead of 
official recognition at the oral arguments held before the 
full DC Court of Appeals last week. University lawyers 
countered by noting that this case is “not a facilities or 
benefits case, but one of recognition.” 

Seven judges are hearing the case after a two-to-one 

decision in favor of GPGU by a three-judge panel, which in 
an unusual judicial action, immediately vacated its decision 

pending a hearing by the entire bench. 
GPGU is suing the University on the basis of a DC 

human rights statute that forbids discrimination on the 
basis of sexual orientation, but Georgetown, as a Catholic 

institution, claims exemption from the law through the First 
Amendment guarantee of religious freedom. 

The seven tangible benefits that GPGU is requesting are 
the ability to apply for funding, office space, office supplies, 
telephones, mailbox, mailing services and computer labeling 
services. Charles Wilson, attorney for Georgetown, noted 
that GPGU currently has a mailbox, meeting facilities, 

access to Hilltop Highlights, the ability to bring speakers 
onto campus and the ability to apply for lecture funds. 

“This court has a duty to maintain the wall of separation 
between church and state,” said GPGU lawyer Richard 

Gross. “The compelling interest of the District to support 

this law overcomes the University.” 
“Statutory rights don’t rise above constitutional rights,” 

Wilson responded. “The University is not here to get a 
blank check of exemption from the human rights law,” 

because he said that people are admitted, hired and 
graduated “irrespective of sexual orientation.” 

“What they want is equal status, not equal access,” he 

continued. Gross responded, “We could be the only 
non- recognized, equal access club on campus.” 

In response to the GPGU initiative, Wilson declared, “I 
don’t think that would solve the University’s problem.” 

“The University falls on the secular side,” Gross said, 
because Georgetown receives federal money that must be 

“free of sectarian dogma.” 
“Religious belief, not conduct, is at issue,” Wilson said 

in the supplementary brief. 
Gross, in his brief, said that GPGU has never sought 
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Georgetown’s “imprimatur,” but has sought “equal access 
to facilities and berniefits through the only channel available 
to them: recognition.” 

The lawsuit was brought by GPGU and the Gay Rights 
Coalition of the Law Center in the spring of 1980 after 
their charter was twice approved by the Student Activities 
Commission and then denied by University President 
Timothy S. Healy, S.J. Judge Sylvia Bacon ruled that the 
University does discriminate on the basis of sexual 
orientation by not recognizing GPGU, but in October 
1983 she ruled that “the District of Columbia Human 
Rights Act must yield to the constitutional guarantee of 
religious freedom.” GPGU then appealed the case to the 
DC Court of Appeals. 
Two of the Appeals Court judges, Judith Rogers and 

John Steadman, were required to remove themselves from 

the case because of conflicts of interest. Of the seven who 
heard the oral arguments, the three who have ruled on the 

case are Judges John M. Ferren and John A. Terry, both of 
whom ruled in favor of GPGU, and Judge Julia Cooper 
Mack, who ruled for the University. 

The other judges also ruling on the case are Chief 
Justice William Pryor, Judges James Belson, Theodore 
Newman, Jr., and Frank Nebeker. 

The difference of opinion between the lawyers over 
whether GPGU is asking for official recognition or benefits 
has become the crux of the case. The oral arguments 
heard last week show a marked change in the focus of the 
GPGU lawsuit against Georgetown. At the Superior Court 
level, GPGU argued for University recognition in order to 
eradicate the discrimination on the basis of sexual orien- 

tation. 

Now, GPGU is pushing for the benefits that come with 
recognition, but not the recognition itself. Gross argued 
that recognition consists only of the seven tangible benefits. 
Georgetown, on the other hand, equates recognition with 
endorsement. 

Close observers of the case have said in the past that it. 
will. probably be appealed on the next level, the RSL 

Sty 
Supreme Court. 

In a related issue, the nearly $200 milliof* bond issue 
that Georgetown is requesting from the District will not be 

certified as long as the GPGU lawsuit is still tied up in the 
courts, according to Maudine Soper, the DC director of 
Human Rights. 

Ferraro Says Any Female Could Have Run For VP 
  

by Stephanie Anderson 

HOYA Staff Writer 

  

“This Smithsonian has even asked 
for my dress,” exclaimed Geraldine 
Ferraro in an ICC Auditorium speech 
last Wednesday. Although the 1984 
vice-presidential campaign is what 
catipulted her to fame, “it's over—I'd 

like to get on with the rest of"my life.” 
In her informal question and answer 
session she gave insight into many 

issues: her campaign; the future of 
women; and Ronald Reagan. 

In reference to the campaign, Fer- 
raro said “any female could have done 
it,” and the importance is that now 
women can run for national office. 

Ferraro quoted letters from women 

stating, “I don’t feel like a second-class 

citizen anymore.” Ferraro explained 
that if more women were able to run 
for office, the extra competition would 
result in better leadership for the 
country. At the moment, there are few 
women in high political positions: only 
two women senators and two women 
governors. The overwhelming majority 

in Congress is white and male. 

Ferraro said that to fully represent a 
mixed America, more minority and 
female views are needed in Congress. 

“Now is the time to get involved —to 

help shape the world. ..I can’t make 
the decision for you, but I can advise 

you to get involved.” 
“You talk about women reacting 

positively to you,” a spectator said, 

McLaughlin Critiques the Reagan Presidency 
  

by Deroy Murdock 

HOYA Staff Writer 
  

“I think Ronald Reagan is living in a 
post-Presidential era,” declared con- 

servative commentator John McLaugh- 

lin. “He's almost a national patriarch, 
almost a constitutional monarch.” 

McLaughlin, Washington executive 

editor of the National Review, and 

host of the popular television program 
“The McLaughlin Group,” delivered a 

Lecture Fund address October 16 be- 
fore a crowd of about 350 in Gaston 
Hall. 

McLaughlin argued, “I don’t know 
how seriously people take [Reagan’s| 
public policy pronouricements.” As an 
example he cited a quote by the 

President in which he said that he 
hoped the Palestine Liberation Organi- 
zation (PLO) would prosecute the 
hijackers of the Achille Lauro. Reagan 
two hours later retracted the remark. 

“No one wrote it down,” McLaughlin 

said. Reporters just thought, “Well, 

that's Reagan.” 

In the wake of the Achille Lauro 

episode, McLaughlin believes that the 
entire Middle Eastern “peace process, 

sadly, is indefinitely dead.” One of the 
chief problems there is that “You can’t 
find a Palestinian who is not a member 
of the PLO...and the PLO is not 
acceptable to the U.S.” 

McLaughlin described Soviet Gener- 
al Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev as 
“no creaking geriatric like Brezhnev 
or Chernenko. The young man in the 
Kremlin might be able to teach the old 
man in the White House a thing or two 
about public relations.” 

According to McLaughlin, Reagan 

will be seen as “losing the summit” with 
Gorbachev this November if he bars 
deployment of the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI). McLaughlin therefore 
feels “Reagan must say, ‘We're sticking 

with research, testing, [and] deploy- 

ment” of SDI. He should put deploy- 

ment “on the table in Geneva and then 
treat it like any other offensive wea- 

pon.” 
On domestic matters, McLaughlin 

said Reagan’s decision to support the 

so-called Gramm/Rudman deficit re- 
duction plan might boomerang on him. 
The bill, which mandates large cuts in 

the deficit over a six-year period, might 
cause the president to upset his most 
conservative supporters by decreasing 
defense spending and imposing a tax 

increase “which would not go into 
effect until after the 1986 mid-term 
congressional elections.” 

As the parties prepare for those: 
elections next year, McLaughlin as- 
serted, “the Democrats are in great 
shape. All they need is leaders, issues 
and money.” 

In the meantime, prominent Demo- 
crats are already preparing to run for 

the presidency in 1988. 

  

  
by Deroy Murdock 

HOY A Staff Writer 
  

Conservative journalist John Mc- 

Laughlin spent thirty years as a 

member of the Jesuit order. Mc- 

Laughlin left because he, “got mar- 
ried.” Referring to the Colleen Mc- 

Cullough novel about a Catholic 
priest who left the ministry to marry 
the woman he loved, McLaughlin 
added, “I'm the original thornbird.” 

“Being a Jesuit is a state of mind 

as much as it is an institutional 

regimen,” according to McLaughlin, 

“so I feel very comfortable in my 
present life.” McLaughlin noted that 
he was still at home with the Jesuits, 
but “not that I want my daughter to 
marry one” if he had a daughter. 

McLaughlin commented that his 
program The McLaughlin Group is 

worthwhile because “it’s intellec-   

The Original Thornbird 
tually honest. All of the journalists 
lon the show| are hard working. 

Their information is honest, devel- 

oped and generally solid, and it’s 

interesting.” McLaughlin charac- 
terized columnist Robert Novak, a 
panelist on his show as “not so 
much a human being as a vacuum. 
He checks his traps daily.” 

He added that although it is 

untrue that Baltimore Sun writer 

Jack Germond, another regular on 
the show, was born without a spine, 
“it is true that he has no neck.” 

McLaughlin said it “remains to 
be seen” if Georgetown alumnus 
Patrick Buchanan's seat on The 
Group will be filled permanently 
since he vacated it to take a position 

at the White House. “There are 
those who feel Pat should perma- 
nently be replaced. Others think he 
can’t be replaced, so why try?”     

McLaughlin predicted that the 1988 
Democratic ticket would consist of 
Gary Hart for president and Virginia 

Governor Charles Robb for vice- 
president. 

“The [Republican Party] faces a 
bloodbath in the post-Reagan era,” 
McLaughlin said. He foresaw a fight 

between the party’s moderates, led by 
Vice President George Bush, and the 
populist conservatives in Congress who 
he described as “that set of matinee 
idols that come on late at night on 

C-SPAN. 
“There is no question that Ronald 

Reagan has given his blessing to, put 
the mantle on, and handed the scepter 
to George Herbert Walker Bush III!” 
Perhaps for this reason, McLaughlin 
speculated that the 1988 GOP ticket - 
would be George Bush for president 
and New York Congressman Jack 
Kemp for vice-president. He said Bush 
would win the presidency. 

In response to a question, McLaugh- 
lin said that the conservative activism 
in existence on campuses today “has 

teeth” but those are “baby teeth.” He 
added, “I'm a little nervous about 
whether the conservative mood on 
campuses will last. My gut reaction is 
that it will, but I deplore the fact that 
it is not sinking in with the help of the 
Republican National Committee and 
conservative groups.” 

After seeing the Hilltop for the first 
time in a few months, McLaughlin said 
that he was “astonished by the extent 

of growth on the Georgetown campus. 
It's big!” He said that the recent 
construction here reminded him of 
Lord Astor's remarks when the Titanic 
met its tragic fate: “I ordered ice, but 
this is ridiculous!” 

Cg
 

“but when my Russian teacher asked 
‘why are you so dressed up today? I 
answered that I was going to a cocktail 
party with Geraldine Ferraro, and she 
said, ‘Bleach!’ How do you explain the 

deep rage or hatred some women have 

toward you?” 

Ferraro replied, “People love me or 
hate me.” She said some housewives 
do not like Ferraro because they feel 

that if a woman can run the country, 
how important is it to run a house? 

Ferraro said, however, that her cam- 
paign should not have threatened the 
average housewife, She emphasized 

that she stayed home until her youngest 
daughter was seven, and she was lucky 

she could persue her law career while 

many women do not have that chance. 

No matter how many doors she 
opened to women, Ferraro agreed that 

“it’s stupid to expect women to vote 
Democratic just because a woman is 
on the ticket.” 

She called Reagan a confused man 

and compared Vice President George 
Bush to a woman going through meno- 

pause, but on a more serious note she 
explained that Reagan “told the people 

what they wanted to hear.” The people 

voted their pocketbooks, but she points 
out that the national debt has doubled 
since 1980. While she and Walter 
Mondale could have articulated their 
arguments better, most important was 

the symbolic breakthrough of having a 
woman on the ballot for the second 
highest office in the nation. 

   
Fhoto by Christin Driscoll 

John McLaughlin mixed jokes with political commentary in a Gaston Hall 

speech. 
  

  

  

GUSA Elections Upcoming 
  

by Sean Leman 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

Elections for Georgetown Uni- 
versity Student Association (GUSA) 
freshman and junior representatives 

will be held Wednesday, October 
30. 

At stake will be four freshman 
seats and one junior seat. There are 
28 freshmen and five juniors run- 
ning for the respective positions. 
The voting will take place at four 
different locations in front of St. 
Mary's, Lauinger Library, New 
South Cafeteria and the Intercul- 
tural Center. Polling places will be 
open between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m. 

. on the SAC," 

Jim McDermott (CAS '86), chair- 
man of the Election Commission, . 
encouraged students of every class 
to vote because a GUSA constitu- 
tional amendment will also be on 

the ballot. The proposition changes 
the present constitutional require- 
ment that there be three represen- 

tatives from the Student Assembly 
on the Student Activities Commit- 
tee (SAC) so that the new require- 

ment would state that only one 
assemblyman.be "Y placed 

McDermott also comrhented on 

the shape of the new election com- 
mission, saying that “Everyone is 

giving their all . . . we have no inside 
conflicts.”       

6 | 
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SAC Approves ILF 
continued from page 1 

as assemblymen. 
This may: change, if the student 

body approves a proposed amendment 
to the GUSA Constitution in next 
week's elections. The new clause would 
require “not less than one, but not 
more than three” assemblymen to serve 
concurrently on the SAC, according 
to Ouweleen. 

The amendment, Ouweleen ex- 
plained, was sparked by the fact that 
Assembly representatives are resistant 
to the idea of serving in both the 
Assembly and the SAC. The demands 
of serving on both bodies are perceived 
as overwhelming, according to Ouwe- 
leen. 

Ouweleen has appointed Norman to 
fulfill the duties of commissioner, as 
“nobody in the Assembly wanted to do 
7 es 
The amendment, if passed, would 

free GUSA to appoint any student to 
fill the vacancies, rather than two 
assemblymen, which would be man- 
dated to fulfill the terms of the existing 

arrangement. Ouweleen noted that 
regardless of whether the amendment 
passes on Wednesday, he will appoint 
at least one of the new freshman repre- 
sentatives to the SAC. Currently, sen- 
ior Assemblyman Kevin McGrath (SES 
'86) is the only commissioner holding a 
joint GUSA-SAC appointment. 

In other business, the commission 
approved a charter request of the 
International Leadership Foundation 
(ILF). The organization, which spon- 
sors overseas briefing programs for 
GU students, came under fire last 
month from the IRC and the Lecture 
Fund for allegedly duplicating the 
activities of these organizations. 

The SAC approved the charter re- 
quest after ILF modified a number of 
clauses in its constitution. The com- 
mission’s action was tantamount to 

“democratizing the club,” according 

to Clancy. Clancy noted that in the 
original charter request, ILF leaders 
would “choose their own successors.” 

Now these positions are elected, he 
said. 

ILF Executive Director and SAC 
Commissioner Adish Singh (SFS '87) 
acknowledged that the organization 
modified aspects of its constitution, 
including a statement that ILF “activi- 
ties should not be in conflict with the 
unique activity of another club.” Singh 
emphasized, however, that this action 
was “not in repsonse to the IRC/Lec- 
ture fund controversy.” He added that 
“lectures are not a unique club activi- 
ty.” The controversy had turned partly 
on the issue of whether ILF-sponsored 
lectures conflicted with IRC or Lecture 
Fund events. 

The commission also agreed to “re- 
hear” the funding request of Friday 
Afternoon Theatre, according to Clan- 
cy. The troupe had applied with other 
independent theatre groups for SAC 
funding in September. The SAC had 
originally denied funding to all the 
clubs, with the exception of Black 
Theatre Ensemble. Now, however, the 
commission will grant the Friday After- 
noon Théatre the opportunity to re- 
submit its proposal for funding. 
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Democratic Forum Looks to Future 
  

by Robert Nau 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

A group of Democratic Congress- 

men presented their case last Thursday 
night in Gaston Hall for recapturing 

the youth vote from Ronald Reagan 
and the Republican Party. 

Rep. Dick Durbin (D-IL), a former 

Georgetown graduate, and founder of 
“Forum for the Future” described the 
purpose of the effort as twofold. It 
would, “initiate a dialogue nationwide 
between Democrats in Congress and 
students” and “hear student responses 

facing them in the world today,” Durbin 
said. 

The group of congressmen was led 
by Durbin and included Reps. Dick 
Gephardt (D-MO), Tony Coelho (D- 
CA), Mel Levine (D-CA), Marcy Kap- 

tur (D-OH), Mary Rose Oakar (D-OH), 

and Mickey Leland (D-TX). 
Levine spoke first on the issue of 

Central America, recounting his own 
visits to the region during the early 
1960's. For the Central Americans at 

that time, “the United States repre- 

sented hope of a better life,” he said. 
Levine recalled that in each house 

he visited while in Central America 
there was a picture of former President 
John F. Kennedy. Levine believes that 
America under Reagan has lost that 

image of the benign, big brother be- 
cause of Reagan's use of military aid in 
the region. Levine said that America’s 
interests should be pursued by econo- 
mic and humanitarian aid and military 
force should only be used as a last 
resort. 

Gephardt used an analogy to de- 

scribe the gravity of the federal deficit. 
He likened the deficit to a $15,000 
debt left on an American Express 
credit card by your parents for you to 
pay. He said that unless serious steps 
are taken to curb the deficit, the debts 

owned by the federal government will 
lead to economic disaster. 

The next speaker, Okhart, came to 

the podium with her American Express 
“gold” credit card to explain the ad- 
vances made by women as a result of 
the Democratic party. She explained 

that a decade ago, women were unable 
to obtain any kind of credit. Now, 

- women not only have credit, but in her 

case she has been able to obtain more 
credit than holders of the “green” 
American Express card. 

Leland, one of 52 blacks to be 

- elected to Congress, spoke of his 
transformation from a militant civil 

rights activist, anti-war demonstrator 

and draft-dodger to a representative to 

the U.S. Congress. Today, he is one of 
twenty black congressmen, all of whom 

are Democrats. He said the Republi- 
cans merely had black “tokens” in 
their party. 

Kaptur told the audience how it was 
the Democrats who help turn her from 

“the darkest of dark horses” to a winner 
in the 1982 congressional elections. 

Her subject was the trade issue and 
the variety of protectionist legislation 
in Congress. 

Coelho had originally wanted’ to 
become a Jesuit but when the Order 
found out he was an epileptic, they 

refused him. The Democratic party 
helped him to win election to Congress. 
His issue was nuclear arms and the 

upcoming Geneva Summit. 
“Reagan,” he said, “wants enough 

arms and ammunition to defend the 

world, but there will be nothing left to 
defend.” 

One questioner during the question 

and answer session enunciated what 
Gephardt termed, “the real challenge 
of the Democratic Party.” The con- 

gressmen were asked whether the De- 

mocratic Party was relying too heavily 

on its past accomplishments and not 
offering an adequate vision of the 
future as Reagan and the Republicans 

had successfully done in 1980. All the 
Congressmen agreed that the Demo- 
cratic Party needed to stop dwelling in 
the past. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SPRING SEMESTER PROGRAMS: Deadline to 
receive all applications for spring semester study 
abroad programs is Thursday, October 31 at 5:00 
p.m. No application will be accepted unless it is in its 
finalized form (with signatures). 

RETURNEE PHOTO CONTEST: Program returnees 
(Georgetown, ISEP, and |-Status) are reminded that 
entries for the Overseas Study Photo Contest can be 
submitted until Thursday, October 31. Visit the 
Overseas Study Resource Center (307 ICC) for more 

  

    
      

  

   
    

      

        
    
     

  

    
     

OXFORD, EDINBURGH, LSE: Students interested 
in attending Oxford, Edinburgh, or the London School 
of Economics during the 1986-87 academic year 
should register with John Moore in the Overseas 
Study Resource Center to attend an information 
meeting which will be held on Wednesday, October 30. 

        
    
    
    

  

SCANDANAVIAN STUDY SITES: A meeting will be 
held on Monday, October 28 at 4:15 in the OIP 
Conference Room (307 ICC) for those students 
interested in attending a Scandanavian university during 
the 1986-87 academic year. A representative of a 
Finnish University will be available to answer questions. 

  

        

      

  

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS WILL POST ANNOUNCEMENTS 
IN CAMPUS NEWSPAPERS ON A WEEKLY BASIS. 
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Amnesty Club Educates Students 
The Georgetown University chapter of Amnesty International is highlighting 

the plight of young prisoners of conscience throughout the world. The club 
staffed a table at New South cafeteria Wednesday so students could learn 
about the individual victims of human rights violations. Yugoslavia, Poland, 
the Soviet Union and other nations have been accused of jailing young 
people as prisoners of conscience. 

Amnesty International hopes to initiate a letter-writing campaign to plead 
for the release of these prisoners. Students interested in joining this campaign 
are urged to look for an Amnesty International booth at New South cafeteria 
or other campus locations in the future. 

IRC Hosts Largest NCSC Ever 
The International Relations Club recently hosted its thirteenth National 

Collegiate Security Conference (NCSC) at Yc Westpark Hotel in Rosslyn, 

VA. 
Two hundred students from different colleges in the country attended the 

conference; 100 came from Georgetown. In conjunction with its traditional 
council, NCSC presented six specialized regional foreign ministers’ summits 
interacting in a crisis management format. The view of the format was to 
provide a clear insight into the operation of these international fora. 

The regional summits were a simulation of the following six regional 
summits: the Organization of American States, the League of Arab States, 
the Organization of African Unity, an Asian Summit, the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Treaty Organization. A small scale 
simulation of the Geneva Arms Talks was also presented. 

“This was the biggest and probably the best conference we’ve had,” 
NCSC secretary general Edward A. Frazier (SFS '86). 

G UPS Transfers Assistant Director 
Georgetown University Protective Services transferred Assistant Director 

Jeffrey Horton from the Main Campus to the Georgetown Law Center 
security force October 8 in what Director of Public Safety Charles Lamb 
termed “a lateral move.” 

Lamb stated that Horton was transferred “because we had the opening” 
due to the resignation of the Law Center's former assistant director. No new 
assistant director has been named to fill Hortons former Main Campus 
position. 

According to Horton, his new duties at the Law Center parallel those he 
filled on the Main Campus: “You know, running the security for the Law 
Center, handling officers and hard problems. There are some things down 
here that I have to be involved in. . .like theft; there's just not as much.” 

Lamb confirmed Horton's assessment of his new role: “His duties are 
similar. He was assistant director then; he is assistant director now.” 

When asked if his new job was permanent, Horton replied, “I don’t know 

what it is. I don’t know if it’s temporary or what. I was on the Main Campus 
for seven years.” Lamb concurred with Horton's appraisal, stating, “We don’t 
really know at this time [if the transfer is permanent]. There’s been no 

decision because we don’t have anybody for the other position.” 

University to Reconstruct Townhouses 
No reconstruction or renovation has taken place on the four University- 

owned P Street townhouses which were destroyed by fire last February. 
Gary Miller, director of GU'’s Investment Properties, said that behind the 

scenes progress has been steady, and that while many options are under 
consideration, Georgetown will likely raze the gutted structure and build 
special interest housing in which up to 24 students could live. 

“No matter what the eventual outcome of the matter is, you can be assured 
that it will be for student use,” said Miller. 

said 

The townhouses cannot be torn down and rebuilt i in thelf present style ¥ 
because they don’t meet current zoning requirements on parking facilities 
and exterior appearances. Even if plans could be approved on paper, their 
actual implementation could still take several months, as insurance on the 
property was only recently paid to the University. Miller estimated that the 
project would be completed sometime well into the next school year. 

compiled by Bill Bradley, Tony Viola, Mary Carroll Johansen, and 1 
Kaizer Nyatsumba 
    

GU Nursing School 
Names Woolley Dean 
  

by Kim Langedyk 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Alma S. Woolley has been named as 
the new dean of the Georgetown 
University School of Nursing. She will 
replace the current dean, Elizabeth M. 
Hughes, beginning February 1, 1986. 

Woolley is currently the director of 
the School of Nursing at Illinois Wes- 
leyan University, in Bloomington, IL. 
She also holds the Caroline F. Rupert 
Professorship of Nursing at IWU. 
Woolley comes to Georgetown with 
extensive experience in teaching, 

administration, clinical nursing and 
research. 

She has practiced clinical nursing at 
Philadelphia General Hospital, Jeffer- 
son Medical College Hospital in Phila- 
delphia and at Mary Immaculate Hos- 
pital in Jamaica, NY. Her clinical 
appointments include professional ex- 
perience in pediatric, obstetric, and 

surgical nursing. 

Woolley was selected to replace 
Hughes through a process that began 
in November, when Hughes first an- 

nounced her intention to resign. A 

special search committee, representa- 
tive of members of the nursing faculty, 

alumni and student body, was ap- 
pointed to find a replacement for 
Hughes. 

The committee placed advertise- 
ments in nursing periodicals across the 
country and informed nursing schools 
of the vacancy, asking them to nomi- 
nate candidates for the position. Ap- 
proximately 45 applications were re- 
ceived, and eight applicants were even- 
tually interviewed for the position by 
the Chancellor of the Medical Center. 
According to Dr. Luisa Contreras, 

chairman of the search committee, the 
committee was “very pleased with the 
selection of Dr. Woolley” and “very 
confident that she will be a good dean.” - 

Hughes is resigning her position to 

take a two-year leave of absence from 
the University. She expressed a “desire 
to do some of the things that I haven't 
had time to do as a dean here at 
Georgetown.” She intends to spend 
her time travelling and studying in the 
arts and theology. She will return to 

Georgetown after two years and re- 

sume her professorial duties in the 
nursing school. 

Hughes mentioned several objectives 
that she feels Woolley will probably 
concentrate on achieving. Foremost 
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New Nursing School Dean Alma 
Woolley. 
  

among these is that of recruiting qual- 
ified students to the Nursing School. 
According to Hughes, “All nursing 
schools are facing a challenge in re- 
cruiting qualified students today.” She 
would also like to see her successor 
expand the offerings in the Masters 
Program and in the international pro- 
grams. 

Woolley will be coming to George- 
town for a few days in November as 
well as in January for orientation. “I 
look forward to meeting the challenges 
facing nursing education today in the 
stimulating environment of George- 
town,” said Woolley. 

G USA to Sponsor ‘Beat Catholic’ Week 
  

by Ian Toll 
HOY A Staff Writer 

  

The GU Student Association Spirit 
Committee will be sponsoring several 
events aimed at promoting campus 

spirit next week, in preparation for the 
football game against traditional cross- 
town rival Catholic University. 

The Spirit Committee is responsible 
for organizing campus activities such 
as pep rallies, campus parties and 

Homecoming Weekend. It also spon- 
sors funding drives with the DAP 
(District Action Project), aimed at 

contributing to the DC community. 
During’ Spirit Week, which starts 

Monday, “spirit cups” will be sold. 
With these cups students can eat and 
drink free at all forthcoming spirit 
events. 

On Healy Lawn Monday, a Hoya 
dressed as a gorilla will be passing out 
a trivia quiz. Spirit week schedules will 
also be distributed. 

A barbeque lunch will be held Tues- 
day on Copley Lawn. This lunch is 
free to students with a “spirit cup” and 
is co-sponsored by the Big Brother/ 
Sister Program. 

A“waterballoon toss” will take place 
at 4:00 p.m. Wednesday on Copley 
Lawn. Committee Chairman Lance 
Keiffer suggested that it could turn 

into more than just a “toss” and that 
he was “kind of hoping it will.” Prizes 
will be awarded to the winners. 

From 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Thursday 
there will be a “Halloween Happy 
Hour,” tentatively scheduled for Red 
Square. 

The week’s activities culminate in a 
Pep Assembly on Healy steps Friday. 
Kegs will be tapped at 5:15 p.m., and 
soon after the rally will begin. 

The football game begins Saturday 
at 1:00 p.m. From 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 
p.m. there will a “tailgate party” on 
Harbin Patio and a procession to the 
football field. The team hopes to 
avenge last year’s loss to Catholic. 

Georgetown Gives Eccles Honorary Degree 
  

by Kaizer M. Nyatsumba 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

“Sir John Eccles stands today as one 
of the premier scientists of our age 
and surely one of its most devoted and 
inspiring humanists” said psychology- 
Professor Daniel N. Robinson at the 

presentation of an honorary degree to 

Australian-born physiologist Sir John 
re Eccles last Wednesday. “Over 

-a-period of more than half a century 

he has enlarged our understanding 
of the principles and the processes 
governing the activity of the brain. 

* To these scientific facts, unearthed. 
through extraordinary research, he has 
added what is perhaps an even rarer 
contribution: a deeper appreciation 
and respect for the wonder of life, for 
the preciousness of the gift of life and 
especially the gift of mind.” 

Eccles was awarded the degree in 
recognition of his work as a physi- 

ologist. Eccles, 82, is an interiationally 
renowned physiologist who has pub- 
lished more than 10 books. He has 
taught in Australia, Switzerland, Eng- 

land, New Zealand and the U.S. He 
has been awarded many honorary 
degrees and academic awards, among 
them the Cothenius and Royal Medals 
in 1962, and the Nobel Prize for Medi- 
cine in 1963. 

Eccles “appears before us today as 
continued on page 5 

  

  

  

* * Student Enterprises * * 
Presents 

The Georgetown Boat Party 

      

    

   

  

1 

*** FEATURING *** 

The Young Caucasians 

Celebrate your Halloween Night cruising up the Potomac 
on a huge old-fashioned. .. 

“Mississippi Paddle-Wheel Riverboat” 

Bring ; ; . ; 

Your Live Band °* Two “Stocked” Bars Your 
Cosme! Dancing ° Professional DJ. Covume! 

- Ticket Cost: $25.00 per Person 
Free Beer and Wine 

(Cocktails Available) 

Tickets This is more than a concept Tickets 
On Sale Now: 2 On Sale Now: 

*It's an event *   

Kemp Mill Records 
1260 Wisc. Ave., N.W. 
Wash., DC 20007 

333~1392 

Pier 4* 

Sixth & Water Streets, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20007 
(202) 333~0582 (info)       

“Halloween Night” 

Boarding Time: 7:45P™ 

Departure: 8:00P™ 

Docks: 11:00P™* 

*You will be back in time to catch all the 

action on M Street and Wisconsin. 

on 

8~11P™ 

  

Wildlife 

Survivors 
in the Human Niche 

National Zoo Public Symposium 

14 lectures by experts in the field 

  

Education Building Auditorium 
National Zoological Park 
Washington, D.C. 

Tickets $12 (students $6) 

November 1, 7 to 9 
November 2, 9 to 4:15 

call 202 673-4866 
wel 

CASA SSD SOCAN AND fo 

PROTESTANT CHAPLAINCY 

11:00 a.m. 

October 27, 1985 

Campus Ministry 

Sunday Worship Service 

Reformation Sunday 
“The Surprises of Grace” 

Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly, preaching 

ih 
Russo Win 

“Gold Awards” i 
by Liz Moyer 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

Suzanne Hildick (CAS '86) and ° 
Alyce M. Russo, a Georgetown alumna, 
were named recipients of the 1985 
Gold Congressional Award during a 
ceremony held September 26 on Cap- 
itol Hill. 

The award, established by Congress : 
in November, 1979, honors the out- 
standing achievements of America’s | x 
youth in the areas of voluntary com- 
munity service and personal develop: 
ment. It is the highest honor bestowed 
by Congress to young persons. This 
year 115 people from around the nation 
were listed as winners. 

In order to qualify for the award, a 
person must be between the ages of 14 
and 23, and he or she must have 
accumulated a given number of hours 
in community service, personal devel- 
opment and physical fitness. Towina 
gold medal, a person must be be- 
tween 20 and 23 years old and, over a 
period of three years, must have ac- 
cumulated at least 400 hours of service 
and 200 hours each of personal de- 
velopment and fitness. 

For her gold medal, Hildick logged 
1,686 hours. These include 656 as an. 
intern with Sen. Mark Hatfield (R-OR) 
and as a College Republican National 
Committee chapter member; 782 hours 
as a teaching assistant at West Hills 
Montessori School, as a member of 
Georgetown'’s Student-Alumni Affairs 
Committee and as a member of the 
Oregon Women’s Political Caucus; and 
248 hours of tennis and aerobics at 
Georgetown. 

Russo accumulated 2,300 hours of 
service. She spent 1,800 hours as the 
founder and chief financial officer of 
the Georgetown University Student 
Credit Union—the first of its kind in 
the country for a private university. 
She also logged 200 hours updating 
the social and economic section of 
Everyone's United Nations, the 500- 
page official handbook of the United 
Nations and 300 hours as a Georgetown 
crew member and boating navigator. 

The Congressional Award was in- 
spired by the British Duke of Edin- 
burgh’s Award, established by the 
British youth recognition program. 

On hand to present the awards Sep- 
‘tember 26 were CBS News anchorman 
Dan Rather and House Speaker 
Thomas (Tip) O'Neill (D-MA) and 
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole 
(R-KS). Rep. Les AuCoin (D-OR) rep-- 

resenting Hildick’s district and Howard, 
representing Russo's district, were also 
in attendance. A 

CSAS INNA NNAANNAND 

St. William Chapel 
(1st Fl., Copley Hall) 

  

Jeremiah 
Hebrews 
Mark 

Dahlgren Chapel 
Saturday 5:15 p.m. 

9:45 a.m. Rev. D. Bradley 
11:00 a.m. Rev. W. McFadden, SJ   12:15 p.m. Rev. T. Dziak, SJ 

  

Bring 

  

Penguin Feather 
Records & Tapes 
8225 M St., N.W. 
Wash., DC 20007 

965-7172     
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Copley Crypt: 
St. William Chapel 
St. Mary’s Chapel 

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPLAINCY 

Thirtieth Sunday of the Year 

Vigil Rev. K. Kleczewski, OSB 

Sunday 

9:30 a.m. Rev. P. Cioffi, SJ 

10:30 p.m. Rev. D. Freeze, SJ 
11:00 p.m. Rev. R. Baumiller, SJ 

31:79 

5:1-6 
10:46-52 

7:00 p.m. Rev. J. Michini, SJ 
10:00 p.m. Rev. J. Breslin, SJ 
11:15 p.m. Rev. T. King, SJ 

  

DIVINE CHRISTIAN ORTHODOX SERVICES are held each Thursday 
at 5:30 p.m. in Copley Crypt. Father Paul Economides Officiating, 

ALL SAINTS DAY, next Friday, November 1, is a holy day of precept 
for Roman Catholics. Mass in Dahlgren Chapel will be at 8:00 a.m., 
12:10 p.m., 4:00 p.m. (Spanish), 5:15 p.m., 10:30 p.m., and 11:15 p.m. | 

“THE SOUND OF OUR PRAYER,” a workshop for all liturgical minis- 
ters at campus Mass, ‘on Saturday, November 2, noon-3 p.m., Copley 

Formal Lounge. Laetitia Blain, conference leader. 

Bible Study on Luke’s Gospel will meet Thursday at 6:00 p.m. in 110 /)- 
Healy. Facilitated by Dr. Bruce Epperly. 
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Time for guided prayer, reflection, and faith sharing offered every Friday ()- 
at noon in St. Mary’s Chapel. Facilitated by Dorinda Young, SSI. 0. 

— Q- 
Inquiry into Catholicism every Tuesday evening, 8:15-9:15 p.m. in #108 ¢ : 
Healy. Father Joseph Currie, SI, facilitator. ; { = 
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A men’s spiritual growth and support group is forming under the direction 0: 
of the Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly. For further information, contact Rev. (}* 
Epperly at 625-6503. i 

4321 Wisconsin Ave NW 
“WASHING TON D2. 20016 

Hours: Res -SaT (2-6 pm 

20% CFF WiTH THIS COouRN # 

*Near Hogates 

  

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 625-3022. x            
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GBP Hopes to Reduce Debts 
  

HOY A Staff Writer 

! 
by Betsy Busbee 

  

The Georgetown Program Board 
PB) reported a profit of close to 

6,000 on this year's Homecoming 
ance, over $3,000 more than was 
ade on the dance last year. 
GPB Chairman Paul Evert (SFS '86) 

is certain that through modest profits 
n low-risk events, such as Home- 
oming and Casino Nite, “GPB can 

ake its debt back by May.” GPB is 
udgeted by the University to lose 
12,000 but had a lost a total of $29,000 
n its events this year before the 

dance : 
{ GPB had planned to feature come- 
ian Steve Landesberg last Sunday 

  

    Helping of 
Both 

RIBS & 
CHICKEN 
$9.95 

Thick, Juicy 
& Tender 

SIRLOIN 

    

night but Landesberg cancelled all of 
his scheduled engagements because of 
an illness in his family. Evert doubts 
that Landesberg will be rescheduled: 
“We can't afford it, unless some finan- 
cial miracle happens.” He said that 
this cancellation was actually good for 
GPB, because “it saved us from an 
expected $2,000 loss.” 

The next big event to be sponsored 
by GPB is Casino Nite which will 
be held November 9. This year all 
available space in New South Cafeteria 
will be used so that more people can 

attend the popular event than has been 
possible in the past. The Program 
Board will keep only half of the profits 
from this event; the other half will go 
into the SAC equipment fund. 

All dinners served with fresh fruit and salad bar, 
oven fresh bread & butter, baked potato or rice. 

i $9.95 
IGH ! SRWAITER 

  

ire pa 
/EEK!™ T'" GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK! 

Enjoy any of our 6 Dine out Enjoy any of our 6 Dine out 
\ Specials for just $9.95 i 

$9.95 

SIRWALTER RaLE 
GOOD FOOD + GOOD CHEER « GOOD TIMES 

Offer Expires November 30th 

Specials for just $9.95 J) ) 

RALEIGH 
GOOD FOOD « GOOD CHEER * GOOD, TIMES 

Offer Expires November 30th 

  

   

    

    

         

  

         

  

      

  

   

Photo by evin Ciotta 

GPB Chairman Paul Evert (SFS '86). 

Distinctively 
Different    

   All Time 
Favorite,    

    

       
        

  

30th 

ICC.   

Proposed Amendment to the 
Constitution of the 

Georgetown University Student 
Association 

Section XI, a, 2 to read as follows: 

XI, a, 2. Composition. The S.A.C. shall 
be composed of at least 9 members in- 
cluding a chair and at least one Repre- 
sentative, appointed by the President, with 
the advice and consent of the Assembly. 

All undergraduate students may vote 
on this amendment. 
Election day is Wednesday, October 

Polling stations: in front of St. Mary's, 
Lauinger Library, New South Cafeteria,     

    

Ruskin Plans Teaching Resource Center 
  

by Robert Nau 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

A new teaching resources center 
will be established at Georgetown 

under the direction of Professor Robert 

Ruskin, pending approval of Provost J. 

Donald Freeze, S.J. The center's pri- 
mary purpose will be to provide assis- 

tance to faculty interested in sharing 

ideas and different methods of teach- 

ing. 
The idea for a center materialized 

in 1983 through a report from the 

Middle States Self-Study Association. 
The study's section on faculty ex- 

pressed concerns about current teach- 
ing practices, and this led Freeze to 

appoint Ruskin to research ways to 
improve the quality of teaching at the 

University. 
After careful study of many resource 

centers at universities across the coun- 
try and conversations with over 80 
faculty members at Georgetown, Rus- 
kin recommended that the center func- 
tion mainly to provide faculty with an 
opportunity to obtain hints on im- 
proving their teaching skills. 

The center would hold small work- 
shops for faculty to discuss with and 
learn from their colleagues, focusing 
on various aspects of teaching. In a 
newsletter published by the Provost's 
office, Freeze expressed a desire for 
the center to “develop a roster of 
faculty willing to share ideas and skills, 
seek ways to provide a stimulus for 
investigating not only the ‘how’ of 
teaching, but to promote discussion of 
the ‘what’ (of teaching).” 

Ruskin has also appointed an ad- 
visory board comprising professors 

from various departments as well as a 

member of the University administra- 
tion. Ruskin, who recently resigned as 
chairman of the psychology depart- 
ment in order to devote most of his 

time to the center, will be the center's 
director until 1987 when the center will 

be re-examined by the University. He 
has also appointed some graduate 
students to serve as assistants. 

Reaction from the faculty has been 
mixed. While Freeze has been com- 
pletely supportive, Ruskin says that 
there have been some critics within 
the faculty. Overall, Ruskin terms the 
faculty's response as “hopeful,” with 
the vast majority of the faculty re- 
sponding in a constructive manner. 

Ruskin hopes the center will be 
located in New North after the dorm- 
itory has been renovated. He is unsure, 
however, when and where the center 

will be opened. 

Soccer Team to Sponsor Special Olympics 
  

by Ann Lowell 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The Second Annual District of 

Columbia Special Olympics Soccer 

Tournament, sponsored by the George- 
town University soccer team will be 

held today at 11:00 a.m. on Yates 
Field. Six Special Olympics teams 
representing DC public and private 

schools will play four games. 
The teams are composed of 45-50 

mildly-to-moderately retarded athletes 

ranging in age from 12-40 years old 
and coming from different day pro- 

grams such as adult workshops or 

special education schools. Teams are 

either all-male or coed and are divided 

into two divisions based on skill level 
rather than age. 

The GU soccer team assessed the 
skill level of the teams after a scrim- 

mage and skill session last week at 

Georgetown. Margaret Clay, coordina- 
tor of the tournament, praised the 

team for its initiative in organizing 
the event. “The players and coaches 
got into it and several of them seemed 
to have a knack for working with the 
athletes,” said Clay. 

The team, under the leadership of 
Head Coach Keith Tabatznick, was 

responsible for organizing everything 
for the event from coaching and offici- 

ating expertise, to equipment and fields, 
to free-parking for the participants 
and spectators. 

Clay expressed the hope that GU 
will continue to support this event and 
that future arrangements can be made 
with other teams— especially softball, 
basketball, and track and field—to 
sponsor Special Olympic events at GU. 
Teams can participate in a variety of 
ways, from hosting a mini-meet in 
track and field to having a once-a- 

season training school for the coaches 
of special teams in a given sport. This 
would involve 2-4 hours of the coach’s 
and team’s time to run through a few 

drills. : 

  

STUDYING LAW 
A Public Lecture By 

PAUL D. CARRINGTON 
Professor and Dean, Duke University School of Law 

Wednesday, October 30, 1985 

Career Planning and Placement 

Group Sessions from 2:30 PM. — 3:30 PM. 
and 3:30 P.M. - 4:30 P.M. 

Sign-Up Sheets Are Posted * Followed By Informal Questioning 

Presented by the Washington, D.C. Law Alumni, Duke University   

MARK TWAIN 
Oo 

3rd Floor Maguire Hall 

g g {     

Coming Soon. 

Electrical Engineers...Computer Scientists... 

Mathematicians...Language Specialists. 

The National Security Agency analyzes foreign 

signals, safeguards our government's vital com- 

munications and secures the government's massive 

computer systems. ; 

NSA’s unique, three-fold mission offers you 

unheard of career opportunities. Here are just a few 

of the exciting possibilities: 

Electrical Engineering. Research and develop- 

ment projects range from individual equipments to 

complex interactive systems involving micro- 

processors, mini-computers and computer graphics. 

Facilities for engineering analysis and design 

Unheard of 
Career Opportunities 
for a Few Select Majors. 

  

p automation are among the most advanced anywhere. 

Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers in- 

clude systems analysis and design, scientific applica- 

. tions programming, data base management systems, 

operating systems, graphics, computer security and 

networking—all in one of the world’s largest com- 

puter installations. 

Mathematics. Projects involve giving vitally im- 

portant practical applications to mathematical con- 

cepts. Specific assignments could include solving 

communications-related problems, performing long- 

range mathematical research or evaluating new 

techniques for computer security. 

Language 8pecialists. Challenging assignments 

for Slavic, Near-Eastern and Asian language majors 

include rapid translation, transcription and 

analysis /reporting. Newly-hired language specialists 

may receive advanced training in their primary 

language(s). 

In addition to providing you with unheard of chal- 

lenges, NSA offers a highly competitive salary and 

benefits package. Plus, you'll have the chance to live 

in one of the most exciting areas of the country— 

between Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Md. 

Sound good? Then find out more. Schedule an in- 

terview through your College Placement Office or 

write tothe National Security Agency. 

  

NSA will be on campus November 6, 1985. For an 

appointment, contact your placement office. 

      

Limited summer opportunities for juniors 
majoring in Electrical Engineering, Computer 

Science and the above foreign languages. 

    W/Unheard of Career Opportunities 

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

ATTN: M322(N) 
Fort Meade, MD 20758-6000 

U.S. Citizenship required. 
An equal opportunity employer. et 

 



  
  

  

by Cary Brazeman 
HOYA Assistant News Editor 

John Laytham of Clyde, Inc., which 
recently bought the 1789, The Tombs 
and F. Scotts from owner and founder 
Richard McCooey, said Tuesday that 
no major changes are expected to be 
made in the operation of the three 
restaurants. 

“I really don’t think that the changes 
[under consideration] would surprise 
or disappoint you,” Laytham said. He 
added that he expects to have a clear 
idea of what specific changes would 
be made within two weeks. 

A Georgetown alumnus, Laytham 
also explained that he has “always 
understood the relationship between 
the restaurant and the University, and 

if anything, I want to see it improved.” 
Gary Miller of GU’s Investment Pro- 
perties, which owns the 36th Street 
property, is concerned that the nature 
of the businesses remain the same. 

Assuring that The Tombs will con- 
tinue to provide the Chimes with a 

  

  

Photo by Marianne Herman 

Former 1789 owner Richard Mc- 
Cooey. 
practice room, Laytham said they will 
receive the kind of support that they 
received under McCooey’s ownership. 

  

Clyde's Expects No Changes at Tombs, 1789 
“I particularly enjoy the Chimes and 

«think they’re a real asset to the restau- 
rant and the University,” he said. 

Laytham expressed his desire to have 
the Chimes perform at other restau- 
rants in the Clyde’s chain and even 
said he might sponsor “exchange trips” 
whereby the Chimes would be sent to 
other colleges and other groups would 
perform locally “if they [the Chimes] 
want to.” 

McCooey, a GU alumnus as well; 

will serve as a consultant to Clyde's, 

“working more on new projects [like 
the ones] along the waterfront and in 
Alexandria.” Describing Laytham as a 
“proven restaurateur,” McCooey be- 
lieves Clyde's will be “acceptable ten- 
ants. . .they won’t do anything offensive 
to the University.” 

The Tombs, a popular collegiate 
nightspot, opened in 1962; the 1789, a 
French restaurant, opened a month 

later; and, F. Scott’s, with its art deco 
style and 1930s atmosphere, opened in 
1975. Projected 1985 sales of the three 
businesses are $5.6 million. 

Houston: University Complying with Sullivan Principles 
  

by Chris Donesa 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Georgetown has reached full com- 
pliance with an investment policy a- 
dopted earlier this year calling for 
divestment from companies which fail 
to adhere to the Sullivan Principles for 
conducting business in South Africa. 

“We hold no stock that has not 
signed the Sullivan Principles. Last 
year there might have been ten com- 
panies that hadn't signed, but they 
have now signed,” said Vice President 

for Financial Affairs and Treasurer 
George R. Houston. Houston discov- 

ered that the University had met its 

goal in a review conducted recently 
of Georgetown’s stock portfolio. 

The Board of Directors adopted the 
recommendations of the Committee 
on Investments and Social Responsi- 
bility in May, consisting of fifteen 
principles governing the conduct of 
Georgetown’s investments in compa- 
nies with operations in South Africa. 

In the new policy, Georgetown com- 
mits itself to divest itself from com- 
panies unwilling to sign or adhere to 

the Sullivan Principles, which provide 
guidelines designed to ensure fair and 
constructive employment of black 

South Africans and to prevent implicit 
promotion of apartheid by American 

companies. 
. In addition to providing for divest- 
ment from companies failing to meet 
the principles, the investment policy 
also requires companies in which the 
University holds stock to cease sales 

and service to the South African police 
and military, and directs that George- 
town utilize its many resources to study 
the issues and problems behind apar- 
theid and in South Africa. 

The Committee on Investments and 
Social Responsibility will continue to 
monitor Georgetown’s portfolio to 
ensure that the University meets the 
self-imposed limitations on its invest- 
ments. 

  

  

  

by Mary Carroll Johansen 
HOYA Assistant News Editor 

  

“The nuclear age has taught us to read the Book of 
Genesis with new eyes,” stated Rev. J. Bryan Hehir, the 
principal author of the Bishops’ Pastoral Letter on War 
and Peace, during a debate on “The Morality of 
Nuclear Deterrence” sponsored by the Kennedy Inisti- 

_ tute of Ethics Wednesday. “Every generation hereto- 
fore has read this religious story and understood that 
creation is a gift not a human product, that... we are 
expected to pass it on to the next generation. The 
striking characteristic of the nuclear age is that we read 
creation as though it were a gift but we are not sure that 
we will pass it on to the next generation.” 

According to Hehir, deterrence, which has been the 
* basic concept underlying defense policies for much of 

the nuclear age “in the middle of the 1980s, is . . . under 
attack from both the left and the right... The Bishops 
themselves sought to be critics of deterrence but not to 

condemn it...It is just barely justifiable...in the 
sense that it was hard to disprove that the existence of 
deterrence was one of the reasons that nuclear weapons 
hadn’t been used.” 

Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard N. Perle 
countered Hehir’s argument by stating deterrence “has 
worked remarkably well. For 40 years it has helped, in 
my view, to bring about a sustained period of peace 
despite the awesome tensions in Europe.” 

Perle asked rhetorically, “Would the world be as safe 
today if there were not a balance of nuclear weapons 
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between the U.S. and the Soviet Union?” 

Perle continued, “I have rather more confidence in 
deterrence than in arm control. Deterrence we know 

from experience, can work, but it remains to be seen if 
arms control can work . .. by contributing to the stability 
of the balance between us and therefore diminishing 
the likelihood of conflict or war.” 

Hehir argued that the United States has certain 
choices “we are stuck with. We have a common destiny 

with the Soviet Union . . . Arms control is another thing 
we are stuck with. Finally, our strategic condition... 
Too many times technology has driven our politics and 
ethics has shaped neither.” 

Perle claims, however, that “there may be circum- 
stances in which nuclear weapons protect the very 
values that are threatened by nuclear war.” He cited 
the Doctrine of Flexible Deterrence as a concépt which 
could be embraced by the Bishops’ Pastoral Letter, 
explaining it proposes that “we will meet aggression at 
the lowest possible level of violence and we will ter- 
minate the conflict as quickly as possible with the 
minimum loss of life.” 

Perle stated that it is important for the u. S. to 
maintain a strong offense, but it is equally imperative 
that the U.S. move ahead on research and implementa- 
tion of President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative. 
Perle claimed that the Soviet Union has been steadily 
increasing its nuclear forces and that in light of this, the 
U.S. will have to either increase the weapons race or 
see if technological advances over the last dozen years J 
can be applied to the problem. 

The HOYA, Page § 
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Eccles Participated in Inaugural Carroll Lectures in 1981 

continued from page 3 

one knighted by the Queen and or- 
dained with the highest award science 
confers on its servants,” Robinson 

added. “Thus does he let Georgetown, 
where he has won so many friends, 
honor herself by adding her name to 
the celebrated list of his admirers.” 

Eccles has been a guest of GU on a 
number of other occasions. In 1981 he 

participated in the inaugural series of 
the Carroll lectures which later “be- 
came the nucleus of my part of the 
conjoint book called ‘The Wonder of 
Being Human: Our Brain and Our 
Mind,” Eccles said. He co-authored 
the book with Robinson, and it was 

published in 1984. This book, accord- 
ing to Eccles, has sold well in the U.S. 
and other parts of the world. It has 

been translated into German and Ital- 
ian. In Germany 4000 copies were sold 
“even before the book was published 
there.” “ 

The University awarded the 
ary degree to Eccles five months after 
another honorary degree was awarded 
to King Hussein of Jordan May 30 in 
recognition of his leadership in diplg 
macy and foreign affairs. 
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MORGAN STANLEY 

  

invites seniors of all majors 
to a presentation on 

Opportunities in Investment Banking 

Monday, October 28, 1985 
Harbin Lounge 

5:00 PM. 

Representatives of Morgan Stanley will be present 
to discuss: 

- The Investment Banking Industry. 

- Opportunities in the Financial Analyst Program. 

Contact CP&P 

for additional information 

Refreshments will be served 

Resume submission deadline: Friday, November 1, 1985 
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TheksHova 
Founded January 16, 1920 

TO OUR READERS 
  

. The lawyers for the Gay People of George- 
town University (GPGU) have offered George- 

‘town a proposal which may give the University 
‘way out of its lengthy, expensive and poten- 

tially disastrous legal battle with the gay com- 
munity. 

The proposal calls for the University to grant 
GPGU “seven tangible benefits” in lieu of 
official recognition as a student club. The 
benefits include the ability to apply for fund- 
ing, office space, office supplies, telephones, 
mailbox, mailing services and computer la- 
beling service. 

GPGU’s proposal does not represent a dra- 
matic shift in its position; the change is, in fact, 

mainly a question of semantics. Rather than 
demanding official recognition, the group is 
now asking for the privileges that come with 
it—but not recognition itself. Georgetown 
should seriously consider the proposal. 

The six-year old case has turned on the 
University’s argument that recognition of such 
a club implies endorsement of homosexuality, 

which runs contrary to Catholic doctrine. The 
modified proposal removes the burden of 
official recognition from Georgetown, and thus 
permits Georgetown to accord privileges to 
GPGU without endorsing its mission or phi- 
losophy. GPGU has, in effect, opened an escape 
hatch for Georgetown from its self-imposed 
moral and legal dilemma. 4 

Striking a Deal with GPGU 
There are compelling reasons for the Uni- 

versity to grasp this opportunity. First, George- 

town’s prosecution of the case through the 
seemingly endless series of appeals is costing 
the University hundreds of thousands of dol- 
lars in legal fees it can ill-afford. 

Second, and more importantly, over $200 

million in municipal bond issue requests for 
Georgetown are being held hostage pending 
resolution of the case. As long as there is a 
lawsuit in the courts, Washington Mayor Ma- 
rion Barry will hold up the bond issue requests. 
This means that Georgetown will not get its 
$200 million, money which is targeted, in part, 

to finance construction of Village C and the 
Leavey Student Center. 3 

Clearly, the financial dangers of losing the 
bond issues must play a part in the University’s 

decision-making process. Principles are im- 

portant, but when the future of the University 
is at stake—as it is in this case—a pragmatic 

approach is in order. 

Losing the bond issues means losing a major 
source of funding for the Student Center. 
Alternative financing, such as commercial 

loans, would mean a radical and long-term 

impact on tuition and room rates if the Center 
is to be built at all. 

The time has come for Georgetown to weigh 
carefully its options in this case, and act deci- 
sively to safeguard the interests of the Uni- 
versity. 

“Nay’’ on the Amendment 
A little-noticed but nevertheless important 

proposed constitutional amendment will be 
_ on the Student Association election ballot next 

Wednesday. It should be voted down. 
The proposal would lower the minimum 

‘number of student assemblymen serving on 
~ | the Student Activities Commission (SAC) from 

three to one, thus making the assembly’s over- 
~ sight role less direct. Assembly members argue 
that the SAC job is too time-consuming to 
combine with their other duties on the As- 
sembly, and point to the resignation from the 
SAC of current assemblyman Wendy Walter 
as evidence that the jobs are too big for most 
people to handle concurrently. 

Until last year, however, few assemblymen 

had voiced that complaint. 
As a matter of fact, all assemblymen are 

constitutionally required to serve as a com- 
mittee chair, a project director, or a represen- 
tative delegate to outside organizations if they 
are not appointed to the SAC or another stand- 
ing GUSA commission. There is no reason why 
elected representatives of the student body 
should not be willing or able to shoulder any 
of these responsibilities on top of one two- 
hour meeting and three office hours a week. 

The most important reason for keeping the 
present state of affairs, though, is the reason 

the provision was included in the constitution 
in the first place. The SAC is the GUSA organ - 
with the single largest direct efféct ‘ori the | 
student body; it controls the purse strings for 
$250,000 in funds for student clubs. 

It is only logical for the student body’s 
elected representatives to have as direct a 
control over the allocation of those funds as 

possible. As matters stand now due to this 
semester's SAC resignations, only one assem- 
blyman serves the dual role, and other assem- 

blymen complained at each of their last two 
meetings about being informed too late about 
pending SAC issues and decisions. 

In practice, once the SAC makes a decision, 

it stands, even if assemblymen are dubious 
about the decision’s merits. Witness the fact 
that, although Assembly approval has some- 
times been tabled for a week, no major SAC 
decision has been overturned by the Assembly 
in at least four years. That is evidence that 
their indirect oversight role is weak, and that 
only direct oversight can ensure adequate 
representation of the students who elected the 
assemblymen in the first place. 

Students should vote against the proposed 
amendment, and the Assembly should look to 

internal means to solve whatever time con- 
straints do exist. 

GPB Needs ‘Big Time’ Help 
The Georgetown Program Board (GPB) is 

currently facing a financial crisis of dire pro- 
portions. Multi-thousand dollar losses on the 
recent Marshall Crenshaw and George Carlin 
concerts have left GPB $23,000 in the red. 
Although GPB is budgeted by the University 

to lose $12,000, this still leaves the organiza- 
tion with a debt of $11,000. 

Several factors have led to this situation. 

First, the Program Board was allowed to book 
relatively big-money events without strong 
guidance from the University administration 
or from people schooled in the art of pro- 
gramming. The student-run board clearly had 
the best intentions at heart in trying to provide 
GU with an exciting slate of entertainment. 

- However, programming, on the level which 
GPB operates, demands an expert knowledge 
of entertainment and marketing. 

GPB’s inexperience is compounded by an 
inadequate funding. It is commonly accepted 
that to compete for entertainment in the “big 
leagues” (i.e. for the likes of George Carlin), 
one must be prepared to lose substantially 
more than $12,000. By contrast with area 

schools, Georgetown’s entertainment budget 

is paltry. American University, for example, 
budgets almost $70,000 for campus program- 
ming. 

Also, GPB has been greatly harmed by the 
University’s inflexibility in renting out Mc- 
Donough Gymnasium. By limiting the Pro- 
gram Board to Sunday evening dates, the ad- 
ministration almost assured the financial fail- 
ure of the Crenshaw and Carlin concerts. 

It is high time for Georgetown to assess its 
commitment to student entertainment. If it is 

deemed worthwhile to schedule “big time” 
entertainment acts at Georgetown, the Uni- 
versity must be willing to make the necessary 
investments — financially and administrative- 
ly — to make such a program work. 

Since GPB’s ambitious schedule has been, 
finances aside, a valuable contribution to cam- 

pus life this year, the University would do 
well to recognize the importance of GPB’s 
mission, and make the commitment necessary 
to ensure that the Program Board can be— 
financially as well as artistically —a dazzling 
success. : 

The student newspapers and the staff of New South Dining Hall maintain a 
relationship of uneasy peace. 

The HOYA uses Marriott as a major distribution point for the paper each Friday, 
because we recognize that a great number of our readers read us on the run. 
Digesting yesterday’s sports news or Scope with today’s Pork Polynesian is a long- 
held tradition at Georgetown. It is a tradition we value highly. 

The folks at Marriott, however, have a legitimate complaint in; protesting that 
they aren’t paid to pick up the morning paper after 2,000 people. Multiplying The 
HOYA'’s average length of 16 pages. by the 1,300 copies we typically distribute to 
New South lobby, leaves the minions of Marriott with 19, 200 pages of newsprint to 
clear up, every Friday. 

This frustration boiled over a few weeks ago when’ a New South staffer moved 
the Georgetown Voice to a rather inconvenient perch behind Rose’s desk (an 
unfortunate move for a publication that understands all too well the perils of 
displacement). This was a move designed to prevent the Voice from being read in 
Marriott. 

The long and short of it is that we want The HOYA to be read, and Marriott 
does not want their cafeteria to be trashed. Both legitimate requests, and both 

compatible if you, the reader, will help in one small way. 

If, in leaving the cafeteria, you could simply pitch the paper in the trash, or 
better yet, take it home with you, that would save the Marriott staff an enormous 

amount of unnecessary work. It is something that would help all of us. 
Thank you, 

Mark Landler 

Editor-in-Chief 

  

  

  

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
  

Defending the Pope 
  

To the Editor: 
Is there anyone at Georgetown Uni- 

versity who will defend the Pope? I 
walked out on British writer Graham 
Greene's question and answer session 
in Gaston Hall, on October 7th, sad- 

dened and angry, after listening to him 
trash our fine, courageous Pope for 
over an hour. Although Gaston Hall 
was packed with students, faculty, 
administrators and clergymen, not a 
single member of the clergy challenged 
Greene nor did anyone else walk out. 
Many of the questions put to him were 
of the “You're so wonderful” variety. 

Greene, of course, has been clas- 
sified through the years as a leftist, 

anti-American and even Communist. 

Although he claims to no longer bea 
Communist, he told us‘that he joined 
the Communist Party at Oxford'i in the 

“19205 for “4 free trip to Moscow.” The 
“audience seemed vastly charmed and 
amused at this statement. They forgot, 
perhaps, that Greene made an intel- 
lectual decision to join at the time the 
Communist Party was perpetrating its 
worst repression, executions and tor- 
ture on the Russian people, reserving 
special horrors for the Russian Ortho- 
dox clergy. 

This is the man, then, that the 
audience, as well as his two fawning 
Georgetown interlocutors sitting on 

the stage with him, permitted to judge 
the Pope without challenge. 

Let me add that neither was a peep 
heard from the clergy present when 
Greene equated the Catholic hierarchy 
with the Soviet Politburo, and that the 
program ended to resounding applause. 
One can only conclude from this sad 
spectacle in Gaston Hall that a troub- 
ling lack of moral courage pervades 
the Georgetown community. 

Joan Keefe 

  

Chem. Dept. 
Article 
Inaccurate 
  

To the Editor: 

The Chemistry Department was 
pleased to see a story about our newly- 
acquired Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
NMR megahertz Spectrometers appear 
in the HOYA on Friday, September 
27,1985, 
NMR is one of the main. tools of 

modern chemistry. The Department 
has made major contributions to.this 
field, over the past two decades; using 

ments. Our new facility will have three 
modern instruments operating at 60 
megahertz, 90 megahertz and also at 
300 megahertz and. will be able to 
handle both liquid and solid samples 
ard a wide range of elements. 

There were two errors in that story 
that need correction. Our instrument 
is charged with liquid helium, not liquid 
hydrogen (remember the Hindenberg!). 
Our grant from the National Science 
Foundation was $234,000, rather than 
$23,000 as reported. Also $68,000 was 
received from the National Institutes 
of Health (through the Graduate School 

Research Committee). 
Joseph E. Earley 

Professor and Chairman 
  

Ouweleen Remark Out of Context 
  

To the Editor: 
In reporting on the GUSA Student 

Assembly’s resolution on the Univer- 
sity’s proposal to hire more minority 
faculty members, The HOYA quoted 
one student official, a-friend of mine, 
as saying, “The University just can’t 
hire unqualified professors.” 

Since The HOY A misquotes people 
at least as frequently as, say, The 
Washington Post does, I do not assume 
that these words represent my friend’s 
thought. It would be easy to supply 

various premises and connectives and 
so put the words quoted into a context 
that would give them an entirely differ- 
ent meaning than they have as they 
stand in the article. As they stand, 
though, they seem to presuppose that 

a minority professor would be unquali- 
fied to teach at Georgetown. I know 

that my friend is not a racist, so he 

could not have meant to imply anything 
of the sort. You owe him a chance to 
clarify what he meant. 

Another article on the front page of 
The HOYA quoted the same student 
official, in another context as suggest- 
ing that a special committee should 
examine the GUSA Constitution “with 
a fine tooth comb and weed out any- 

thing that doesn’t fit.” We might send 
this to The New Yorker's “Block That 
Metaphor” department, but meantime 
I refuse to believe that so careful a 

craftsman of English prose as the 

student quoted could have committed 
such a mixing of metaphors. He might 
have used the two images in consecu- 

tive sentences, maybe, but not put 

together that way. 

James Walsh, S.J. 

  

Editor’s Note 

Student Association President 
Mark Ouweleen (CAS '86) was quo- 
ted in a news article on the pro- 
posed minority faculty hiring quota 
(“Assembly Acts on Quotas and 

Constitution,” Oct. 4) as saying, 
“though (the minority faculty mem- 
bers) might serve as role models, 
(the University) just can’t hire un- 
qualified professors.” The remark 

was taken out of context. 
Ouweleen’s comment came as a 

response to a specific question about 
the possibility of the University hav- 
ing to lower its hiring standards in 
order to fulfill the terms of a quota. 

The HOY A regrets the error.     
  

Viewpoint Page 

Fan Mail 
To. the Editor: 

As an alumnus, I read the Home- 

coming Edition of The HOY A with cha- 
grin. The previous week’s boasting of 
“weighty discourse thriving at George- 
town” is most certainly not reflected 
in the campus newspapers. 

This week’s challenging question 
(“Campus Opinion”) was: “Do you 
think Homecoming is important to 
Georgetown?” Proving that serious. 
contemplative answers to such queries 
do exist, one poor senior responded. 
“It’s the first fall dance. It shows that 
people like to get dressed up and go 
out at Georgetown.” The other re- 
sponses were, like the question itself, 
equally inane. 

The remainder of the Viewpoint 
page was dominated by other high 
school articles (“Is Homecoming a 
Singles Affair?” “Personal Values Are 
Home Grown”) and an insipid, self- 
serving tale on saving the world by 

  

- Grandpa and battered idealist Cary 
-Brazeman. Someone tell him no one 
cares. : 

Neil E. Schlecht 
SES ’85 
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~~ Viewpoint 
  

  

Anne Vallé Schlafly 
  

Where is the President? Has any- 
one ever seen Fr. Healy? I have 
not. I would like to see him, but I 
do not believe he exists. 

Fr. Healy always speaks to fresh- 
men and then again at graduation, 
but has anyone ever had any contact 
with him during those four years in 
between? Maybe they just prop 
someone up in priestly garb in May 
and August of each year, but at any 
other time, there is no president of 
this college. 

The prop is very well- -designed. 
Georgetown even hires him out to 
speak at other commencements. 

But, that is just hearsay. 
I tried to call Fr. Healy once. His 

aide told me that He did not have 
time for a five minute telephone 
conversation with one of His stu- 
dents. Maybe so. If Fr. Healy had a 
five minute telephone conversation 
with each one of His 5,000 students, 

He would spend over 17 days talking 
to students. Hmm, Fr. Healy may 
have to cut out giving some honor- 
ary degrees or writing op-ed articles 
for The Washington Post. 

Fr. Healy's staff, though, protects 

the Pope. At least the Pope has 
weekly audiences. A student is 
lucky to catch a glimpse of Healy 
once during a four-year tenure. I 
have heard, though, that once the 

status of alumnus is reached, par- 

* student cannot stop seeing Healy. 
Fr. Healy is simply never in his 

office, unless he is hiding under the 
desk. Is he ever there? Sometimes I   

Mark Ouweleen 
  

  

Georgetown’s Pope 

him better than the Vatican protects 

ticularly wealthy alumnus, a former 

er —————— EE —————————— 

hear stories of fellow students seeing 

Fr. Healy entering or leaving his 
car. They say that he is usually 
surrounded by a small group of 
fawning male students, whom he is 
taking to the 89. 

Sources indicate that becoming a 

“Healy boy” is the quickest way to 
success and glory at this University. 
Admission into that highly secretive 
club is exclusive. The fringe benefits 
are fantastic. Although Healy can- 
not offer Florence the way Fr. Freeze 
can, “Healy boys” do get 89 dinners 
and plush jobs at Georgetown. Plus, 
they gain instant admission into 
Healy’s Donne and Eliot class and 
perhaps even a huge office in the 
Healy building with a huge desk in 
order to screen out the peons who 
request admission to see the Lord 
High, uh, President. 

But I do not believe that anyone 
has ever seen him. I think that the 
stories of Fr. Healy strolling across 
campus are just collegiate fairy 
tales, filling the need for a campus 
leader. No one has ever actually 
seen him in person—only in pictures 
or from a distance when he is up on 
stage. So, to fill in the gap, people 
make up his existence. 

Perhaps one day Georgetown will 
gain a president. In the meantime, 

speculation and stories will abound 
as to our esteemed leader’s where- 
abouts. Who is that man in the 
black suit? 

Anne Vallé Schafly, a senior his- 
tory major in the College, is a 
HOYA associate editor.   

Free the Five-Year Plan 
“I have no way of knowing what you 

meant to write. All I know is what you 
wrote, the words on the page.” So goes 

the professor's response to the feeble 
protest of the student unhappy with 

his” papet; grade’ “That isn’t what I 
meant.” * The University s Main Campus 

Five: Neh Plat!'¥s "4"document com- 
posed primarily of words, and GUSA’s 
recent criticism of a section of that 

document is essentially a criticism of 
what is written there: “Add three new 

positions annually, generally at the 
Assistant Professor level. At least one- 

third of these new faculty will be Black 

appointments.” Period. 

What this says is that five out of 
fifteen new faculty hired over the next 

five years will be “Black.” One third, 

or five fifteenths, is a quota, a share, 

a proportion, and no amount of ver- 
bal gymnastics or feeble protests can 

change that fact. Regardless of what 

was meant, what is written is that the 

University will institute a hiring quota 
based on race. It is this, and not any 

mysterious hidden meanings, or the 

policy considerations which led up to 

such a statement, which the Assembly, 
and which I, condemn. 

What the MCPC has written we 
condemn first because it is unpracti- 
cable. The plan states that one third of 

the positions shall be filled not by 
“minority appointments,” but by “Black 
appointments.” While the notion or 
face is by no means a meaningless one, 

the assignment of any single applicant, 

any individual, to a race is a decision 
problematic at best. . 

A bit of imagination reveals the 

burlesque of interviewers trying to 
decide if a particular applicant, who 
had one black parent, or perhaps only 

- one black grandparent, is black enough 
to satisfy the quota. There are no. 
objective standards, no blood tests or 

skin-color paint chips by which to 
judge whether an individual is “black” 

or “white” enough to be considered 
for or excluded from a position. The 
word “Black” might be changed to say 

what is now claimed was meant: “mi- 
nority.” 

However, GUSA condemns this ra- 
cial quota (and not, remember, the 

desire to increase minority represen- 
tation on the faculty) not only because 
it is unpracticable, but mainly because 
racial hiring quotas are wrong, con- 
stituting “Morally unjustifiable . . . dis- 
crimination.” This is not because of 

anyone's opinion about the ideal com- 
position of the Georgetown faculty, 
but because of the very nature of 
morality and justice. 

These concepts are based upon an 
assumption of individual responsibility, 
and deal with the rightness or wrong- 
ness of an individual's actions and 
intentions. It is a settled axiom of 
justice that each individual get his 
“just desserts,” that is that he should 
never be punished for something he 
did not do, or could not have avoided 

doing. Similarly, he ought not be re- 
warded for something unconnected 
with his own action and intentions. 

Therefore, if four applicants applied 
for new faculty positions, and the three 

white applicants happened to be more 
qualified for the positions than the 
black applicant, it would be unjust to 
give a position to the black applicant, 
and to deny it to one of the white, 

merely because of their race, some- 

thing for which they are not respon- 
sible. To do this would be to reward 
one and punish another for something 
unrelated to their actions and inten- 
tions, which is counter to the very 
meaning of “reward” and “punish,” 
and against the underlying concepts of 
justice. Yet this is exactly what the 

Five-Year Plan’s statement, as written, 

would require. Thus, GUSA condemns 
that statement, the policy of a race- 
based hiring quota, as “morally unjusti- 
fiable.” 

Critics of GUSA’s resolution have 
claimed that GUSA misunderstood the 
reason behind the quota (to increase 
diversity, not to redress past discrimi- 

nation) and have tried to justify the 

‘Deborah Roy 

The SAC: Students Against Clubs? 
The Student Activities Commission has often 

been the undeserving target of criticism at George- 
town. On occasion clubs are not given what they feel 
are adequate funds by the University or are denied 
funding altogether. At other times, controversy arises 
when the SAC decides not to recognize a club if its 
activities duplicate those of another club or if the 
organization simply does not meet SAC standards. 

The SAC, however, is not a stingy monster—not a 
group of Students Against Clubs. Instead, when the 
SAC denies a group funding, it is merely doing its 
job as mandated by the Student Association: speci- 
fically, to serve as a liason between clubs and the 
University, to assist clubs in conforming to University 
accounting and budgetary procedures, and ensure 
that student funds are spent wisely. 

The latest uproar directed at the SAC concerns 
the decision not to fund several of the independent 
(that is, non-Mask and Bauble) theater groups at 

Georgetown. The SAC was entirely justified in its 
actions and the criticism leveled at the commission 
is unfair ahd unfounded. 

First, the SAC did not ban these groups from 
Georgetown, nor did the SAC withhold funds from 
deserving campus theater groups. Yet, this is pre- 
cisely the way in which the SAC’s actions have been 
depicted, especially in the campus press. Conse- 
quently, the SAC found itself in the midst of a 
controversy not of its own making. 

The problem can be said to have started with the 
lax enforcement of SAC policies towards independ- 
ent theater in the past; this laxity produced the view 
among the IT groups that they were somehow 
guaranteed funding. Thus, rehearsals were begun 
prior to the hearings and without alternative sources 
of funding. Meanwhile, the actual proposals were 
financially unrealistic, and little concern was shown 
in the presentations for the purposes and guidelines 

criteria for IT, especially that it was not shown to be 
unable to be produced by Mask & Bauble. Nomadic 
Theater was, however, asked to return later this 
semester to discuss:its plans for the spring term. 

e Friday Afternoon Theater's only detailed pro- 
posal was rejected because it did not seem to fulfill 
FAT’s own criteria when it was presented to the 
SAC. FAT was urged to return to the SAC as soon 
as it had any new proposals. 

e Black Theater Ensemble was granted funding 
for its proposal. The BTE had consulted often with 
the SAC on the financial aspects of their proposal 
and were able to come to the SAC well-prepared 
and well-organized. 

Perhaps the SAC operated under some miscon- 
ceptions about the groups’ proposals, but the groups 
were given ample opportunity to explain and clarify 
them and are being given a chance to submit new 
proposals to the SAC. The SAC has been quite fair 
in its procedures and decisions and it is presumptuous 
to argue that the SAC should act less than responsibly 

in the allocation of student money. 
Thus it was surprising to me and to the entire SAC 

that our adherence to our own rules and guidelines 
for IT should have produced the controversy it has. 
There is, however, a bright side to this controversy: 
First, the SAC will be working together with IT and 
Mask. & Bauble to revise SAC policies in the 
interests of all concerned parties. Second, all the 
attention focused on IT recently has increased 
student awareness of the arts on campus and’ the 
need to expand the resources committed to the arts 
both by the University and from outside sources. 

Sometimes positive change requires a degree of 
controversy. This has been such a case and, after 

hearing all sides, one can see that the SAC is 
determined to pursue a new, more constructive 
relationship with all the theater groups on campus, 
to the benefit or the entire University. 

Deborah Roy, a junior in the School of Foreizh 
Service, is the former chairman of the Student 

Activities Commission. . 3: 

of IT. 
In this context, the SAC made the following 

decisions: 

e Nomadic Theater's proposal for this semester 
was rejected, as it did not appear to satisfy the 

quota by citing the terrible need for 
more minority faculty. GUSA is neither 
ignorant of nor insensitive to the em- 
barrassing and deplorable tiny repre- 
sentation of minorities on the faculty. 

"Nor do we oppose measures to combat 

this problem. 
"The HOYA was right in criticizing 
GUSA’s proposal as adding “nothing 
constructive” to this problem, other 
Tones t “== ~f aur support for 
active minority recruiting. 1... then, 
is a constructive suggestion for re- 
writing the minority hiring policy to 
eliminate unjustifiable racial discrimi- . 
nation, and to represent more closely 
both the University’s intent in drafting 
such a measure and its plans for 
executing it. 

It is wrong for a person to be granted 
or denied a position because of some 
particular feature he has, unless that 
feature is relevant to the job's goals. 
Skin color alone does not qualify or 
disqualify a person from being able to 
perform a professor's duties. But the 
University could very easily require as 
“Qualifications” in new applicants not 

just a Ph.D., a sound publishing record, 
and the ability to contribute to some 
extracurricular activity, but also the 

requirement that the person be able, 
by virtue of his background, to con- 
tribute to the cultural and racial rich- 
ness of the University. A white person 
raised by a black family might do this 
better than a black person raised by a 
white family. 

A rephrasing of the plan along these 
lines, that one third, or better yet, ail 

of the new faculty in the next five 
years must be qualified to increase this 
richness on campus would avoid the 
problematic “black/white” determina- 
tions, would avoid the moral repug- 
nance associated with hiring based on 

' physical characteristics, would increase 
the representation of minorities on 
the faculty, and would better embody 
the University's admirable reason, the 
“what we meant to say,” behind its 
now-misguided statement. 

Mark Ouweleen, a senior in the 
College, is the President of the George- 
town University Student Association. 
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Campus Opinion 1Q: How prevalent are drugs at Georgetown] 2 

Though I'm not a part of the drug 
culture—I'm a transfer from the 

University of Michigan—it’s been 
my experience that drugs are not 
that prevalent at Georgetown. 
Drinking, on the other hand, is. 

Jonathan Koenig 
CAS 87 

You never see it at parties much. 

It's around a little bit, but not in 
quantities you'd expect at other 
schools. 

  

Pete Clare 
SBA 87 

common. 

  

I think they can be very prevalent, 
depending on what crowd you're 

in. If you really wanted to find 
drugs, you can. I don’t think serious 
drugs are a problem at George- 
town, like heroin or hallucinogens, 
but marijuana and cocaine are 

are. 

Lori Garrett 
SLL ‘86 

They're probably not that com- 
mon, but they are easily accessible. 
I think alcohol is far more widely 
used at Georgetown than drugs 

  
Citsi Conway 

SBA 88 

  

As far as my experience goes, drugs 
were a lot more prevalent last year 
and the year before. Then, my 
roommate left school, so they're 
pretty scarce now. 

Doug Carlucci   

Starla Williams & Barry Hargrove 
  

Affirmative Uproar 
Recent events concerning the Main 

Campus Planning Committee’s Five- 
Year Plan have incited a justifiable 
uproar among the progressive segments 
of the Georgetown community. Those 

sincerely dedicated to the notion of 
equal opportunity are. appalled that 
black leadership has been implicated 
in efforts of the Student Association 
and others to dismantle components of 
‘the Five-Year Plan calling for a more 
definitive policy of affirmative action. 

The facts of the issue have been 
misconstrued and misinterpreted by 
those persons lacking appreciation for 
rigorous recruitment of black faculty. 
To set the record straight, the George- 
town chapter of the NAACP and the 

opponents of affirmative action to rally of 
support for their arguments against 
equal opportunity, and making the 
term virtually synonymous with reverse 

discrimination. I 
. The inflated language used in fe- 

porting the facts Surrounding the Pro- 

vost’s plan’ is reprehensible. ‘Quota r 

no quota: That is not the ‘question. 
Equal opportunity is the law. Affirma- 
tive action is merely a policy designed : 
to monitor institutional practices to 
ensure compliance with statutory reg: 
ulations. 

Georgetown University has a tong 
standing record of aspiring to goals of 
fairness and equity. In a booklet pre- 
pared by the University Office of 

  

Racially-based quotas are impractical, 

unconstitutional and unethical. 
  

Black Student Alliance both condemn 
racial quotas and will not be content 
with numerical formulas to increase 
the number of black faculty. 

Racially-based quotas are imprac- 

tical, unconstitutional, and unethical. 
First, the use of numerical formulas 
lends itself to the imposition of limits 
which preclude maximum minority 
participation. Second, historical prec- 
edent has shown us that racial quotas 
fail to stand the test of judicial scrutiny. 

Further, quotas tend to exploit those 

for whom they are designed to benefit 
and unduly restrict those who are not 

directly liable for past injustices of 
‘discrimination. A calculus to remedy 
the tragedy of systematic racism is not 
the answer. A wholehearted effort to 

represent the diverse character of this 

institution is the answer. We believe 
the Provost's Five-Year Plan recognizes 
this fact. 

It is imperative for all those concern- 

ed to comprehend the Five-Year Plan 
and the meaning of affirmative action. 
The Five-Year Plan never uses the 
term “quota” in its reference to black 
faculty recruitment. The word “quota” 
has, throughout history, been used by 

about people being busted. 

CAS 87 

Drugs are a lot less prevalent at 
Georgetown than at larger schools. 

You don’t see it as much—it’s not 

as blatant. There's not much of a 

crackdown either. You don’t hear 

Maureen Brekka 

SBA 87 

  

Affirmative Action Programs, the plans 
for “established goals and timetables” 
to “hire qualified candidates, partic- 
ularly minority persons and women” is 
explicitly stated as an established poli- 
cy. The Five-Year Plan is not an 

innovative document and does not 
articulate a new standard procedure. 

The attack on the Five-Year Plan is 
short-sighted and the assertions of the 
attack are unfounded. Merit selection 
procedures are not jeopardized by im- 
plementing the policy of affirmative 
action. It is offensive for anyone to 
imply that a selected pool of black ap- 

plicants would be less than competent 

for their academic appointments. It is 
evident by the caliber and perform- 
ances of our present black faculty that 
adequately qualified black individuals 
will enhance the intellectual merits as 

well as increase the cultural diversity 
so highly valued by this great institu- 
tion. 

Starla Williams is the President of 
the Georgetown University NAACP. 
Barry Hargrove is. President of the 

Georgetown Black Student Alliance. 

— Compiled by Michael Shepard 

and Marianne Herman 

    

I have seen some drug use on 

campus, but it's not that wide- 
spread. What I have seen on occa- 

sion is marijuana, only. Other more 
serious drugs are rare at George- 

town.   
Tom Flanagan 

  

CASS.  
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Join us for 
pre-Houliween 

WARM-UP 

  

by Michael Mooder 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

People constantly make assertions 

about marijuana smoking. These asser- 
tions range from health warnings to 

predictions of societal consequence, 
and they come from sources like Ann 
Landers, Ed Anger and the American 

Medical Association. However, a good 
~many of these people making the 

claims have never smoked marijuana. 
As a student educated in the tradition 
of Newtonian empiricism, I believe 

one derives the most valid observations 

from personal experience. What fol- 
lows then are some common assertions 

and the opinions regarding these asser- 
tions of someone who has smoked 

before and lived to tell about it. 
Smoking marijuana alters percep- 

tions of reality. False. Ann Landers 

has warned against stoned people driv- 

ing because they have false perceptions 
of reality. While it is not a good idea to 

drive in this condition, it is not because 

of your perception of reality is any 
different. It depends on one’s presence 
of mind. 

It does tend to heighten certain 

senses, however; for example, your 
sense of taste. Most smokers will tell 

LSAT 
GMAT 

  

   
  

Come to Houlihan's Sunday night, October 27th — 
Gather your friends together and assemble a group with 

the largest college representation. 

Largest group at midnight wins $25.00 off their bar tab. 

Those in costume receive extra points to add to their total. 

*Participants include: ‘Georgetown University, George Washington 
University, American University; and Howard Univesity 

  

3222 M Street, N.W. - Washington, D.C. 20007 - 202/342-2280     

Our nationwide course taught 
by same local attorneys for 
past 50 consecutive exams 
  

Classes at Marriott — Key Bridge 
Rosslyn, Virginia 

IBEX Review Course 

(301) 340-3003 (301) 340-3005   
  

  
  

10 QO 

on 

in 

Wednesday, October 30, 1985 

6:00 — 7:00 PM   

BAIN & COMPANY 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

cordially invites 

THE GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

CLASS OF 1986 

presentation 

Associate Consultant Career Opportunities 

Corporate Strategy Consulting 

Intercultural Center 

Room 120 

  

“People crazed with 

munchies will eat 

anything.” 

  

you the best hamburger, the best slice 

of pizza, the best tuna casserole they 
have ever eaten was when they were 
high. 

It is a hangover cure. True. It helps 
ease the headache pain and settle your 
stomach, but, more important, it helps 
you to sleep the whole thing off. Be 
careful however, because it also tends 
to dehydrate. After smoking and before 
settling back into bed, drink a large 
glass of water to rehydrate your system. 

Supposedly, it also cures a hangover 

if you smoke before going to bed at 
night. This sounds illogical, but people 
swear by it. One thing to be careful of, 
they warn, is that pot will tend to 

exacerbate alcohol “bed-spins,” so it is 
something of a catch-22—if you are 

  

IS 

Battling Ann Landers: An Empirical 
Defense of Smoking the Evil Weed 

drunk enough to expect a big hangover, 
then do not smoke because the bed 
spins will kill you. 

It leads to a drastic increase in 

appetite. True. In every dorm there is 
a room whose walls are covered with 

tapestries and which reeks of cheap 
incense. Some may call it a coincidence 
that Alfredo’s pizza delivers there every 

night at 2 am, but I disagree. How else 

can you explain that 7-Eleven con- 

sistently sells their entire supply. of 
bean and egg microwave burritos, or 

that Vital Vittles sells Cheez Whiz and 

fudge soda? People crazed with mun- 
chies will eat anything, and their ap- 

petites usually border on the obscene: 

food so shockingly unhealthy that it 

can not be advertised on network 
television for fear of harming impres- 
sionable young children. 

It causes depression in teen-agers 
False. Being a pimply awkward pizpe S- 

cent high school student is depressi 
enough. These are difficult times for 

teenagers, and while many do try to 
escape through marijuana the depres- 
sion, should not be blamed on the 

drug. My experience has been that it 

brings some of the less social students 

together under a common interest. Of 

continued on page 9 

  

* Meet the Staff 

* Check us out.   

ANNOUNCING 
Open House 

* Have your blood pressure checked 
* Enjoy healthy snacks 

* Learn.about our computer 

Tues., Oct. 29, 530 

Our goal: To help you look and feel terrific! 

Georgetown University 
Center for Health Enhancement at the 

Yates Field House 
Multi-purpose Room 

* Bring a friend. 
* Set a personal health goal 

- 730 p.m. 
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costume accessories 
party goods 

  

      
  

Niki 

Mon.-Wed. Hetboned, Fri. & Sat. 
10-9:00 10-12:00   Sun : 
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decorations 

3103 M Street, in Georgetown 

(202) 333-2700 
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continued from page 8 and eventual impotence. Data unavail- are whiter than yours. He’s a fine 
course this common interest is illegal, able, due to extenuating circumstances. = boy.” 

    

    

    

  

   

    
   
   
   
   
    

    

   
   
   

    
    

    
    

    

  

   

  

The Scope hopes everyone has ods were demonstrated by Carlo = hub-bub of last week’s events. . 
but that tends to give them an elevated Ann Landers has made the claim in It leads to harder drugs. This is finally recovered from last week’s Rossi, who climbed a tree to get the Hubba-bubba- Maria Hofmeister 
sense of self worth. her column, that it leads to impotence. another claim from Ann Landers, but whirlwind of activity, which culmi- ~~ bartender’s attention). Less tarzan- should have brought her scuba gear 

ver, . It makes your eyes red. True. But However, because the sexual atmos- there are no harder drugs, as anyone nated with a successful if hardly like Hoyas headed down to Garrets  to-dance with octopus Chris Kruse. 
bed then so do many other things. Thisisa phere at Georgetown is enough to can attest who has tried to roll a joint memorable Homecoming weekend! for a more comfortable setting. The Scope extends accolades to 

common accusation used by GUPS = make Mae West frigid, no observation over a roadmap while sitting in the GPB inaugurated the week with a ~~ Those who were able to roll all the senior Scooter LaBourde, who add- 
ein officers after they catch someone dang- was made, and this question will be passenger seat of a vehicle being driven 
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fab George Carlin show (Pub craw- ~~ way down M Street included Jim ed designer touches to date Jeannie i Ee 

re is ling from the top of the Village C left to open. by someone who has been drinking. lers are advised to look out for Pub “Jazz” Johnson, Scott Archer, and  Cacciabado’s pristine white gownby |} 2 
with construction cranes in their underwear It can lead to an experience with For some, these may be vivid high managers, John Kramer and Greg ~~ Tony Pircuet. Speaking of rolls, pouring his drink on her lap (Scooter pe i 
ieap at 3 am: “You been smokin’ pot boy? school memories, because nothing is Frenzel, who may be rehearsing and croissants, the cake wasn’t the is feeling mighty grim about that |[f oi 

> Your eyes are real red.” If that is all harder than trying to get the smell out some of Carlin’s better pranks). only thing baked at Paul Steed’s dry-cleaning bill). Contrary to pop- |}; Zhi 
3 they have got to go on, then use one of : of your clothes after your have rolled Meanwhile, Carlin’s taboo phrases birthday party, friday night... ular belief, that was not Julie Nolan |} | 

else these excuses: “I have allergies.” “I | og up the windows and “hot boxed” the got thumbs up from spectators Rob  capisce? - practicing the latest steps in modern  [§! 
con- was swimming in a chlorinated pool.” You been smokin POt above vehicle. Rosen and Paul Pornsecca, and Meanwhile, the Pub welcomed dance. She was actually disentangl-  |¥. 
y.of + “I was up all night studying for my Pot smoking may be dangerous, it thumbs down from seniors Gentry ~~ back alums Tom Roar, Scooter ing the balloon ribbons wrapped |} 
sor pathology midterm.” “I rinsed my bov? Your eves are real m2 be unhealthy, and it may cause Ashmore and Maureen White. Kimmeul, and Rocco Porreco as around her...or perhaps she was | 
and contacts with sulfuric acid by mistake.” y: y your grades to go down. You should While the stress cases remained ~ they set a fine example for rookie rehearsing for similar problems with |}: 

nuin- 1t is ruining the youth of America. see for yourself however, because it is in the library straight through mid- pubster Steve Blommer. Also en- her date later that evening. | 
ap- False. This is the opinion of Ed Anger, red.” relaxing, it is cheaper than beer and it term week, more relaxed Hoyas  hancing his high stature was An- Keeping true to St. Elmo's Fire, 

| columnist for the Weekly World News. 2 makes the Grateful Dead listenable. partied to the beat of the Rivals, a  thony Rawlinson who danced from many returning and present Hoyas 
He says thewotith will grow up to be a   

  

  

      \ leads to reduction in the sperm count a Deity, “My nephew Ludwig's teeth Thursday, October 31 — = 1 2 | 415PM Room 115 ICC 
I 

CLASS 
If Elizabeth Barrett 

SEER and Robert Brown 
portunity to earn high pay working : 

part time or full time on your own 5 0 0 ® 
bicycle, motorcycle, or car. Experi- : ! Sk 

ence not required, ambition a must. : 0 ; 0 A 
Frank 347-7150. y ; 4 : : 7 

: om : iy : - 
POLITICAL ACTIVISTS: Tired of a 1 : ; lds 4 

§ | | watching while politicians vote with . eT ! , ! ] ht 7 Lo Bl 
2 their chemical company PAC dollars ERE ; ! - : : Sin : 

instead of in the public interest? Bo. ‘ @ om ns : LIT 
We're looking for articulate people : Sagi i : “8 

who will accept the challenge of U AEF : a 
organizing the public around envi- is . : é A ; . : v 
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group from Jersey, at the Pub Tues- chair to chair— or should The Scope (ie: Thomas Jones and Soraya |{ 

bunch of sniveling pansies, aad push- The Russian day night. As the volume increased, commend him in finding an alter- ~~ Chemaly) were seen brunching at (§! 
overs for the commies. He cites a : conversation was given up for sign native tactic for avoiding “pub Houlihan's and having a little hair |}: 
letter from a “Real American kid” God. True. I thought I met God one Department SLL (and body) language. Scoped were = scum?” John Rote and Jack Mc- of dog that bit ey Lauinger |} 
who rants about MTV and communism night when I was high on the corner of announces a slide John Lyons, John Alagia, and Ismael ~~ Donald needed no high-wire act to Library should have been more |} 
and punk rock and drugs. If that is our Wisconsin and O. He’s the frail old : Miller, who were checking out the impress the bevy of beauties sur- considerate and provided drinks for {§ 
alternative to a generation that smokes man who makes change for the florist. presentation by band and anything else that may be rounding them on the dance floor! all those dehydrated students brave {} 
pot, I would much prefer the marijuana I recognized him at once as the omni- Professor of interest to the Idle Mind. Friday night's Calypso party had enough to face the daylight and the |} 
to neo-fascism. Remember, Ed Anger potent deity, but he just smiled and And before we knew it, it was Brendan Monahan, Michael Har- accumulating work. 1: ! 
was the guy who wrote the column told me I looked like his nephew, Sarah P. Burke ‘Thursday night and time for Home-  rington, and Mike Maloney dancing = To those ne missed Homecom- Hl 

| praising junk food, because neither Ludwig. Undaunted, I asked him the Russi : coming activities. It began at  a-la-Belafonte...maybe a bit of ing-hope you enjoyed yourselves |}: 
John Wayne nor any red blooded question I've always wanted to ask SED Senior/Jesuit Happy Hour, where coffee served “Irish” style, helped ~~ and are now revved up for this |} 

| American would eat a sandwich in a God, “Why isn’t there anyplace in Avant-Garde Art divine intervention seemed to be loosen up their bodies. one... The Scope, will be looking [§ 
| pita with sprouts. Washington, D.C. that sells donuts?” : the only method of getting a drink Saturday’s Homecoming dance for you! : 

Consistent smoking of marijuana but he answered in a puzzling way for and the Revolution from the bar (Other succesful meth- was a fitting conclusion to the ] 
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ronmental issues in campaigns. Train- 

ing, travel and advancement avail- Abie bth 
able for those seeking part or full had AA 40 A : 
time work. Hours 1:30-10:00 p.m. 

$180+ per week. Call Clean Water 

Action at (202) 638-1196. 

CREATIVE KEYSTROKES WORD 
PROCESSING —top quality since 

su gh) 1976. Expert formatting/minor edit- 

i ing. SW Alex: 768-8448. 

RUSH TYPING —On campus. Quick 
| accurate service w/in 24 hours. Con- 

tact Lisa @ 944-0263. 

IT'S NOT JUST AN ADVENTURE; 
it's a job. Work for a fast growing 

international environmental action 

organization. We need articulate, 
i committed individuals to work on 

issues of Wildlife Preservation, Toxic 
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Waste Dumping, and Nuclear Dis- 

armament. Travel and advancement 
opportunities. Full and Part time. 

Call Virginia, at 289-8758. 

GEORGETOWN CHILDREN'S 
HOUSE wants an experienced Group 
Leader to supervise groups of School 

Age Children. M-F; 3-6 p.m. $4.00 

plus/hour. Call 333-6252. 

75 HONDA CIVIC CVCC. New en- 
gine & carb. Stereo & A.C. Call John 
@ 345-6186. 

EXPERT TYPING. Professional legal 
secretaries with experience in editing 

and proofreading. Typing—$1.50 

double-spaced standard-type page. 
Word processing on hourly basis. 

Call Mrs. Rhodes, 363-2553. 

RESTAURANT HELP. Exp waiters/ 
waitresses, kitchen help, prep/pizza 

cooks, bus help & drivers w/ own car. 

Flexible hrs, excellent pay, good 
working conditions. Ask for Richard, 
363-0619, M-F 9 a.m.-12 noon. 

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES by hav- 
ing V&S Enterprises edit your pa- 

pers. Call us at 270-0143. 

‘QUALITY TYPING AND WORD PRO- 
CESSING: the solution to your typ- 
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ing/word processing problems at low : s And of course, she wouldn't have had to on your state-to-state calls. : e i ’ 

| a ane oo restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday 3 
| | Sueet NW $812, Jvalk-in of col length, either. through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your i 
| ; nl After all, you can always think of one state-to-state calls. “ 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS librarian , i 
| will conduct after-hours COMPUTER more way to tell someone you love them So when you're asked to choose a long i) 
RT when you're on the phone. distance company, choose AT&T. Because i 

| rate. Composite list of books and Let us count the ways you can save. with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you i 
{ periodicals mailed first class. Take . . y v Tid " 

| maximum advantage of the words | | Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or can satisfy your heart's desire without | L 
I from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Friday, exhausting your means. : 08 Le 
Sil tein 23 2nd Street, N.E. Wash- . ® ig BS NE and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate Reach out and touch someone. 
  

HIGH EARNINGS FREE TRAVEL 
BENEFITS. National Travel and Mar- 

keting Co. seeks Highly Motivated 

individual to represent its Collegiate 
Travel Vacations on your Campus. 

‘No experience needed. Will Train. 

Call: (718) 855-7120 or Write: Cam- 
pus Vacation Associations 26 Court 
St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11242 

DRIVER WANTED: Natural Nutrition 
Shoppes is currently seeking driver : EEE 
witha good record and own vehicle. © 1985 ATRT Communications ~~ 
9 a.m.-12 noon M-F. Hourly wage + 

| |ucar allowance call 656-5402. 
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Elmore James captivates the audience in the title role of Othello, now playing at the Folger Theatre. 
In this version, the classic has been modernized to give it a new and thought-provking twist. 
  

Folger Futurizes Othello 
  

by Peter Winkler 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

. Champagne in a broken glass—a professor lent me 

this image last fall. She'd found it on a paper in 
graduate school. I'm passing it along to the Folger 

Theater, because it makes a handy description of their 
Othello production. 
‘Some of the portrayals are stunning. John Neville- 

Andrews creates an Iago of shoulder-shrugging cruelty. 

The effect resounds through the watcher’s stomach. 
Emilia (Annette Helde) is unassuming, as befits her 
character, through most of the play. Her eruption at the 

end, however, is one of the play's most dramatic 

moments. Defying her husband, her status and her 

society, she is the voice of awful truth in the play. 
In the hands of Elmore James, Othello’s presence 

commands the audience as much as his troops. The 

deep voice, the teasingly exposed chest and an “I'm in 
charge here” majesty establish Othello as the focal 

point that he is. And yet, Iago unravels him easily. 

Othello’s inner glory drains into a pit of jealousy and 
doubt; so that at the end his dramatic utterances sound 
hollow. His grandeur diminishes his personality precisely 

as lago’s understated bearing amplifies his evil character. 
Casio (Edward Gero) and Roderigo (Richard Hart) 

seem single-dimensioned players. Casio is the “straight 
man” par excellence, and Roderigo’s lack of individu- 

ality extends even to his store-window clothing. Floyd 
King’s representation of the Mess Sergeant is superbly 
funny. 

And the script is competent, of course. Coupled with 
these samples of excellence is the thoughtfulness (as 

evidenced by the Director's Notes in the program) 
underlying this incarnation of Shakespeare’s master- 
piece. 

The “broken cup” is the nouvelle-cuisine packaging 

of the play. The modern touches do remind the viewer 
ot Uthello’s ability to speak to listeners in 1985. In 

addition, the Shakespearean scholars who comprise the 
Folger company know the Bard well enough to com- 
municate through nuances of fabric and sound effects. 
The less-learned reviewer, however, finds these touches 
a distraction. Trying to decide who gets military fatigues, 
who gets sequins, and whether Roderigo shops at 
Britches occupies attention at the expense of the 
dialogue. It is a shame to veil good acting and a 
remarkable text in cast-offs from Commander Sala- 
mander’s. 

The Folger Theater will offer half-price tickets to 

students who arrive, with ID, thirty minutes before 
curtain.   

  

    * JAZZ * 
At the Centre de Danse 
Every Monday at 8 p.m. 

lasses will begin on Monday November 4. 

For further information Please call 337-0268     

I— ESTAURANT R 
BEST NEW WINNER 

WASHING 

    

A GREAT 

“Outrageous Ribs” 

NTREES 
ER EJF ONE 

Ss AD 

R DRESS & 1.D- 
REQUIRED 

PROPER 

Lunch e Social Hour ® Dinner 
And Late Nite Dining and Entertainment 

2020 K Street, N.W. e 293-2322 

*OFFER GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 10, 1985 ONLY. 

TONIAN MAGAZINE 

  

New York 
New York 

AMERICAN 

RESTAURANT 
Gourmet Burgers-Jumbo Salads 
Char-Grilled Steaks-Fresh Seafood 

  

destroyer, an officer on a nuclear 
sub, or piloting a Navy F-14 
Tomcat, you'll be in charge. And 
moving up fast. 

At 22, you'll be well on your 
way in a career that provides the 
kind of excitement, responsibility 

  

Lambert Lives a Life of Drama 
  

by Jon Cowans 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

Mikel Lambert, a member of the Fine 

Arts faculty, is also a resident member 

of Washington's Folger Theater and 
the founder of the Folger Conserva- 

tory. She is the director of the com- 
pany’s current production of Othello, 

which runs through November 24. 

JC: I would like to start with your 
professional and educational back- 
ground. 

ML: I went to Radcliffe, which 
turned out to be a good choice. It had 

no drama department, and only one 
drama course. I majored in English, 
and I wouldn’t have missed that for 
anything. 

Then I went to New York City and 
started to work for Life Magazine, 

rushing off to acting classes at night. I 
did method acting; I had to do things 
like pretending to be a walnut and all 
kinds of crazy things. 

My father was a foreign correspon- 
dent and when he was about to go to 
London, he said, “You've always 

wanted to go to the Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Art. Do you want to come 

and try?” I guess my parents had seen 
the light, that I was likely to be 
involved in the theater and it was no 
use trying to hold out against it any 
longer. So I went to London and 
auditioned for RADA, and I got in, 

much to my surprise. I spent two years 
training there. 

I consider myself very lucky to have 
studied under British training and to 

have gone into British Repertory. I 
went all over the British Isles playing 

everything from 16 to 85, in all the 
dialects. It was the kind of experience 
that very few American actors ever 
get. 

JC: When did you return to the 
U.S.? 

ML: IN 1968. John Fernald, who 

had been the head of RADA, had set 
up an academy of dramatic art at 
Oakland University near Detroit, and 

founded the Meadowbrook Theater. I 
went to work as an actress there and 

to teach in his drama performance 
program. 

Ina way it was the ideal set-up for 
me because I not only adore being in 
the live theater but I do adore teaching 
and I miss it very badly when I don’t: 

dreamed of. 

and satisfaction you've always 

And as a Navy officer, you'll 
be in a position of decision- 
making authority. With expert 
management and technical 
training behind you to help you 
get the job done right. 

The rewards are right, too. 

JC: What do you think are the 
relative merits of studying theater in a 

four-year undergraduate program ver- 
sus a separate academy such as the 
one you attended in England? 

ML: The set-up is so very different 
in England. Their schooling is very 

highly developed. It has to do with 

what they call their “O” and “A” levels; 
at every stage you have to have exact 

qualifications, and the people who 

went to drama school could just as 

easily have gone to Cambridge. There- 
fore, the study of the craft has a status 

that we tend not to associate with it in 
this country. 

We tend to think that the pursuit of 
drama is something a little frivolous 

and meaningless. Parents are naturally 

and quite rightly apalled when they 
have a child who wants to go into the 
theater, because it is the most dan- 
gerous profession in terms of pure 
survival. 

There is a certain solidity when you 
train in England. When you go to 

RADA you study drama exclusively 

for two years, but it must be admitted 
that in their educational system they 
already have a literate foundation 

before they begin. 

I have always been suspicious of 

Mikel Lambert (far right), in garb from the Folger Theatre production of 
Cinderella, follows a busy class schedule with nightly Rerformances atthe 
Folger: 

Julliard, for example, because I do not 
understand why the study of drama 
should take four years. If it is to be 
interspersed with other things at a 
university, then I think you have the 
best of all possible worlds. 

JC: What is your assessment of 
young American drama students? How 
much emphasis do students place on 
finding a job? 

ML: The students I have had who 
really love the theater—and you can 
always tell — approach me about how to 
find work in the theater. They know 
it’s difficult and they want to find some 
way of getting into it. I know students 
who have gone on to teach English 
and to run drama departments in high 
schools. I had 4 student who left here 

‘and went on to Yale to study the 
business side of theater. One of them 
went on to work for the Manhattan 
Theater Club. They do go on; they 
find their way into it if they have really 
got the disease. 

JC: So the prospects for someone 
who really loves the theater and is 
very determined are not all that bleak. 

ML: I don’t think so, no. Unfor- 
tunately the theater sometimes attracts 
people who have a need to display 

continued on page 11 

  

>F YOUR rat 
Whether you're on the bridge of 
a 200-million-dollar Navy 

An ne starting salary with 
a chance to earn up to as much as 
$33,600 after four years with reg- 
ular promotions and increases. 
Even more with bonuses. 

After four years of college, 
you'll be on your way. Get there 
fast in the Navy. See your Navy 
recruiter or call 800-327-NAVY. 

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST. 
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Fi / h Fi / g named Cindy (Rae Dawn Chong). He rips the seat out of 
acu Ly at l e Oo er her economy sports car to tr his six and a O me 

half foot frame, and takes her on a harrowing ride a 
continued from page 10 young people fight is not to be pack- through rush hour traffic. Any halfway sane woman, 

- .themselves for one reason or another aged too quickly. They get forced to under such circumstances, would not only abandon the * ! ’ 
ot . but they don’t tend to stay forever. I reproduce something they have already car at once; she would probably volunteer for extra flight [ 0, S 
na think there will always be a place for done when they want to go on and do duty so that she'd be halfway across the world, in : 
be | People who truly care about the theater something new. Djakarta or Rangoon, before Arnold really got mad at : 

a | and have the talent for it. They may The theater needs to go against someone. Instead, Chong believes her kidnapper’s story | 
he | have to create it when they first get = that. We get letters of objection from and decides to hang around for the rest of the adventure. a aret 

{ there. subscribers at the Folger, for example, Conveniently, the villains have left a trail of clues ’ J 
of The history of the theater would thatI treasure, that say, “You're doing pointing to their location. Matrix, however, can hardly 
yw | teach that. Any playwright who has something different with Othello; I crash their party without proper attire. So he borrows a by Raina Pu 
on come along who is now regarded as a don’t like it.” That is exactly the biggest : : : : ” bulldozer from a nearby construction site and plows y a Hey 

national treasure was shouted at and compliment they could offer. As an | IN his new movie Commando, Arnold Schwarzeneg- through the display window of the local Guns-R-Us shop. HOY A Sit n 
ho abused when he first started out. The audience, when we go to the theater | 9SF Proves that he has brains as well as brawn by As he scoops up Uzis and rocket launchers and long- Mask and Bauble has opened its 
an same thing happens sometimes to young we are meant to work. We are not | combining the violence of Rambo with the finesse range rifles, the camera zooms in for a close-up. We can 134th season with Cabaret, the show 
10 actors; they may not realize that what meant to wander off to the kitchen of James Bond. only guess what emotions are percolating behind that in- | that christened Stage III nine years 
sw | they are going to be is the beginning of and have a Coca-Cola when we feel scrutable granite mask. ago. Cabaret is a difficult, intense play, 
ne | anew style. like it. We are meant to sit there and C d Co b ’ The climactic showdown is needlessly graphic at times, | but Mask and Bauble has done an 
ats Look at someone like Brando. Look have our ideas rearranged or chal- omman 0, m INES and pointlessly drawn gong oe rest of the admirable job of producing it. 
ish | at the initial reaction to someone like lenged or questioned. We are meant . movie is a rapid-fire comic book adventure, mercifully This thought-provoking musical 
gh Elvis Presley. People said, “My God, to walk out of the theater alarmed, Action and Humor free of the demagoguery and pretentious sermonizing drama shows the rise of the Nazi party 
.re What a deplorable character!” But he angry, rejoicing that what we believed that ruined Rambo. At its best, Commando has the verve in Germany before World War II. The 
he changed the face of music. We don’t in is true, or could be true. by Gres Ki and playfulness of a James Bond thriller. It even borrows plot focuses on Clifford Bradshaw, an v0 > ; y Greg Kitsock s os Ss 5 : 
= know that there isn’t a student here at It’s a place to look again at how HOVA Stott Wiikey from the 007 series stylistically. Whenever Matrix dis- American writer, played by John 
an Georgetown who will create a whole people treat each other and how life patches one of the villains in some gorey fashion, he Douglas. He has come to Germany to 
ey new style of acting. is, but it’s not a place to sit back and Commando, the latest blood n’ guts macho fantasy  defuses the tension with an off-the-cuff witticism. Dangling write a novel and meets a friendly, 
lly JC: Speaking of the modern media, feel safe. The unfortunate thing that from Hollywood, is actually quite tolerable: a Rambo one particularly slimy bad guy head-first over a steep | young German who helps him in ex- 

what do you think of the effect of we experience in the theater is that that doesn’t take itself too seriously. For star Arnold precipice, he remarks, “Right now, the most important change for English lessons, and English 
fc television and film on theater? people do come who are used to Schwarzenegger, it's a chance to expand his limited thing in your life is gravity.” Afterwards, the squeamish cabaret singer named Sally Bowles 

is = ML: Television was supposed to television and they are annoyed with repertoire. Previously cast in such no-nonsense roles as Rae Dawn Chong asks Matrix what happened. “I let him with whom he falls hopelessly in love. 
.k. have killed the theater, but in fact it us for forcing them to look at things barbarian king and a rampaging robot, Schwarzenegger go,” he replies innocently. Which indeed he did. Everything seems to be going well 
or- | hasn't. In this town, more people are again. gets to display a new weapon in his arsenal: a droll, Of course, the comparison between 007 and today’s when he discovers to his horror that 
cts | coming to the theater than used to. I think good theater is political in sardonic sense of humor. super soldiers ends on the battlefield. After eliminating his German friend is a Nazi and that 
lay | What television, it seems to me, is the best sense of that word. The Austrian bodybuilding champ is cast as Colonel his enemies, Bond knows how to relax in style. He can Sally has betrayed him. 

driven to do is to reconfirm values that JC: How do you mean that? John Matrix, a former CIA operative who's now living in typically be found at the gaming table with a well-stacked Most of the action occurs in the Kit 
already exist, and to please an audience ML: In the original, large sense of seclusion in a mountain cabin. In an early scene, his lady companion on each arm and a vodka martini in Kat Club, a sleazy cabaret where Sally 

| that has been captured. A series that having to do with our awareness— 11-year-old daughter is kidnapped by terrorists at the front of him. performs. The Kit Kat girls are played 
| two years ago was outrageous and new  socially— of one another, of our values behest of a Latin American strongman named General Matrix and Rambo, on the other hand, are loners; they with delightful trashiness and the pa- 

and different becomes very old hat, and of our rights and of our treatment Arius (played by everyone's favorite Richard Nixon-look- would probably prefer to spend their free time in solitude, trons of the club are rowdy and lewd. 
and we watch it because we know of each other. Political in the broadest alike, Dan Hedaya). It seems that years ago, Matrix breaking firewood with their bare hands and engaging in The cast is consistently strong, but 

' what is going to happen. It’s part of a sense; it should enlighten us about helped to unseat Arius as ruler of the fictitious country of their favorite hobby, heavy brooding. They remind one two in particular deserve special credit. 
huge machine that exists somewhere what ideas we are treating each other Val Verde. Now the general wants Matrix to return there ~~ of Doberman Pinschers. They're a good breed to have The first is Sally, played brilliantly 

. out in the West, that is computerized on, and whether or not we are being to assassinate the current president. If he fails, Arius around in a tight spot. But you can’t make pets out of by Kate Porterfield, as a girl oblivious 
| to reproduce a selling product. right, fair, cruel, indecent to one threatens to send his daughter back “in pieces.” them, and you're always a bit worried that someday they to everything that does not directly 
| The same thing unfortunately hap- another as human beings. Theater is an In hot pursuit, he encounters a pretty stewardess might turn on you. : 
. pens to rock music. The battle these arena for examining human behavior. 
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Serendipity Systems 

P.O. Box 3293 

Valdosta, Ga. 31604 

  

  

One and two stage regressions 
Data handling and transforms 
Plots variables and much more 

*Offer subject to withdrawal without notice. 
No institutional or commerigal orders at this rate. 
Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. 

50 variables and unlimited observations 
Means and standard deviations 
Frequency functions and their graphs 
Means classified by one or two variables 
N-way analysis of variance 

HAI 

po STATISTICS EeasiLy 
On your IBM-PC™ or Compatibles with 192K 

SUPERSTAT™ LISTS FOR $195, NOW ONLY 

FEATURES 
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"Ahead of curls 
forone flat price. 

Now you can get a head full of firm, long-lasting curls, 
and save $20.00. Because now through November 29, all 
Redken Condition Curl Perms are only $20. Redken 
Condition Curl Perms have 
built-in conditioners to 
leave hair healthy and 
manageable. 

Plus our $20.00 price 
includes a shampoo, cut, 
styled blow dry or set. 

REGULARLY $40.00 

# REDKEN      

Expiration Date Month 
Georgia Residents Add 49% Sales Tax 

  

Year 

$50.00    
    

“A HEALING PRESENCE” sussusssssssssssssssssnsaaussnsssnauusnusnnsuannnns 
HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTERS: 

Elk Grove Village, ILL./Elizabeth, N.J./St. Louis, Mo./San Jose, Cal./Signal Mt., Tenn./Milwaukee, Wisc. 

 ALEXIAN BROTHERS 
A Religious Community of Men in the... 

HEALTH CARE MINISTRY 
Committed to Christ... 

WRITE FOR INFORMATION 

Vocation Director, Alexian Brothers 
600 Alexian Way, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 

Through a life of fraternal love, 
prayer and service to the sick, 
poor, dying and unwanted. 

#8 ADMINISTRATION ® NURSING m CLERICAL m TECHNICAL 
8 PASTORAL CARE ® X-RAY ® LABORATORY ® ENGINEERING 
& MAINTENANCE m MECHANICAL WORK =m PUBLIC RELA- 
TIONS m PHARMACY m COMMUNITY HEALTH, ETC. 
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Brothers working in the Missions, in the Philippines. 
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That's in 
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees. 

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program. 
And here is how it works! 

If you're selected for a Physician's Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or Air 
Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserves. 

While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining 
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more 
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and 
years of scholarship assistance received. 

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, and 
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of 
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology. 

But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills. 
For more information, send in this coupon. There is no obligation. 

YES! Tell me how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program 
= can help pay my medical school expenses, | understand there is no obligation. 

Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865 
& Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102 

Check up tothree: JARMY [INAVY ([JAIR FORCE 

Please print all information clearly and completely. 
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NO APPOINTMENTS - 
JUSTWALKIN. 

Offer valid through November 29, 1985 
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The Family Haircutters | i ee errr § 
Extra time and materials, slightly higher. prone d LIL LLU T TT Foogeanel tl LOT] 

Area Code Number 

    

    

  

    

: rE DOWNTOWN - 1342 G. STREET N.W., DOWNTOWN - 1645 ii He Tow we g 
CONNECTICUT AVENUE N.W., DOWNTOWN - 2122 P. rs racaton | []] 

  

STREET N.W., ENFANT PLAZA PROMENADE LEVEL 
SUITE 438, SHERIDAN STREET SHOPPING CENTER 6207 

GEORGIA AVENUE N.W., WATERSIDE MALL 401 M. 
STREET S.W., WISCONSIN AVENUE, UPPER 

GEORGETOWN 2400 WISCONSIN AVENUE N.W. 

can respond to your request. (Authority 10 USC 503)           - Mo Year » 
The information you voluntarily provide will be seed for recruiting purposes only. The more complete it is the better we } 
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Crowds Cry for Cabaret 
continued from page 11 

affect her. She is incredulous at the 
thought of German politics affecting 
her life and obstinately refuses to leave 
Berlin. Porterfield summons just the 
right combination of light-heartedness 
and indifference necessary to portray 

~ the callous Sally. She also has a beau- 
tiful voice, and when she bursts into 
the title song “Cabaret,” she brings to 
mind the woman who made the role of 
Sally Bowles famous— Liza Minnelli. 

Bill Moore also gives a dazzling 
performance. He plays the emcee, a 
bizarre figure in emotionless, clownlike 
whiteface, who cynically comments 
on the progress of the play. He not 
only speaks to the patrons of the 

cabaret, but to the viewing audience. 

Moore has a superb stage presence, 
alternately moving stiffly and sensually. 
He stands outside the play, unaffected 
by the events occurring outside the 
cabaret, and is almost inhuman as he 
coldly and humorlessly laughs at im- 
proper and unexpected moments. It is 
the emcee that holds the show to- 
gether, narrating and providing a sar- 

castic, biting commentary at the same 

time. 
The one fault that can be found in 

this production is the accuracy of some 
of the German accents, but this is a 
very minor point when compared with 

the high quality of the production. 
After seeing Cabaret, one can only 

wish a big wilkommen, bienvenue, and 
welcome back to Mask and Bauble. 

  

Know Your Tunes? 

Do Record Reviews for 

The HOYA 

Call Suzie at 625-4554. 

  

    

 ArtsBox ArtsBox ArtsBox ArtsBox ArtsBox ArtsBox 
THEATER: 
Arena Stage 
616-1050 

Folger Theater 
546-4000 

Ford’s Theater 
347-4833 

National Theater 

628-3397 

New Arts Theater 
654-8332 

New Playwrights 
Theater 
232-1122 

Source Theater 

462-7782 

Studio Theatre 

232-7267 

MUSEUMS: 
Corcoran Gallery 
of Art 

Kreeger Theatre: The Good 
Person of Setzuan 
Old Vat Room: Banjo Dancing 

Othello 

Handy Dandy 

La Cage Aux Folles 

And a ighiingae Song. 

Thin Wall 

- Main Stage: Extremities 
Warehouse Rep: Beyond the 
Horizon 

Playing for Time 

Niagara and Lamour Fou 

Photo by Christin Driscoll 

Kate Porterfield and John Douglass 
lead a dazzling cast in M&B’s Ca- 
baret. 
  

  

Cooper Hewitt 
Museum 

National Portrait 

Gallery 

Paestum and the Doric Revival 

Ulysses S. Grant: The 

Unknown Soldier 

Freer Gallery of Art Islamic Metalwork 

National Museum 
of National History 

National Air and 
Space Museum 

Hirshorn Museum 

MUSIC: 
Blues Alley 

9:30 Club 

Ted Liu’s 

ON CAMPUS: 

Poulton Hall 

Drawn from the Sea 

The Science of Comets and Fire 
and Ice 

Contemporary Italian Painting 
From the Collection of Marion and 
Gustav Ring 

Herbie Mann closes Sun. 
Johnny Griffin opens Mon. 

Slickee Boys Fri. and Sat. 

The New Keys, Fri. 
Charismatics, Sat. 

Cabaret, Fri. and Sat. at 8:00 p.m. 

Compiled by Suzie Freind : 
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Chase Manhattan Bank 
will hold a reception on 

career opportunities in banking 

7 ~=9pm. | 
Wednesday, October 30, 1985 

In Copley Formal Lounge 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 

  

  
  

  

Come 2 and Party at 

Happy Hour 
$.99 Beer w/pizza 

Mon-Fri 912 
Pardi’'s Café & Italian Garden 

Extraordinary Italian Cuisine 

..3033 M St. NW 

Georgetown   
  

7:30 

AVAILABLE: 
DUE; 
BRING TO:   APPLICATIONS 
  

October 22 
November 4 

G8 Healy Basement 

ARE YOU CUT OUT TO WEAR THIS VISOR? 
THE NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION STAFF 

  AMES LINES 

INFORMATIONAL MEETING — OCTOBER 28, 

P.M. IN HEALY PROGRAM ROOM 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 625-3024 

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GREAT PEOPLE 

  

          

‘What Do All These Things 
Have In Common? 

6:00 - 10:00 pm 
New South Faculty Lounge 

  
cree Senior Class Happy Hour 

and find oul, Satu rday, October 26 
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: Taylor Anchors Volleyball Vollevball Turnaround Slowed 
Team's Ret R bili e eam Ss Keturn to Ixespectabpllity 1 

; . ; ; by Licia Marti : This all sounds fine, and up until a been going on,” he explained, “we de- 
by Paul Gallant coach of the surging volleyball pro- requires exceptional aggressiveness, y So nua short while ago was proven correct, stroyed North Carolina State recently 

HOYA Assistant Scr Biitor Ap 2 Tuhe py uh Fives i us aa but lately the Hoyas have been in a who beat Maryland; and then Mary- 
-sum- : ; : lump. Coach H id the i wd 

It’s more than just a coincidence mer tenure as a coach in the Japan- same 24 games. But her coach says The problem with the oan is thal oe Co al i i Se ar Yo 
that the fortunes of Georgetown’s ese system. One of these friends was = that, “Cathy is one of the best they are very young. We've done well since it started a few weeks ago hile we took Pit to five and almost 

volleyball team have risen sharply ~~ Taylor's six-month mentor; add this ~ middle hitters in the East, and as a $0 Jar=we werenl supposed to do Experience is the main problem beat them. How else can you account 
this season with the influx of seven ~~ to the fact that Henry coached freshman that’s no small accom- well. But the slump started around N : : hi y . ii : 4 i / g 1 midterm time and I'm trying to work it ot only are there new girls, but the for such things except to blame it on 
res mor p ayers: most notable Jay > mr ¢ Junior Olympics, an plishment. ; : oul.” team is not used to playing together. “rookie syndrome”—just a lack of 
among t em Cathy Taylor. tis a y easy to see how George- Before such a drastic leap into Women’s Volleyball Coach Steve This is the main reason for the team’s experience and control.” 

Coming off a 7-27 won-lost record ks ad the inside track on the national prominence can take place, Henry was talking about the sudden - lack of consistency. Furthermore, two Despite these problems, Henry feels 
last season, the 1985 squad has eaily recruited Taylor. : however, the recruiting must con- decline in performance of his team of the girls, freshman Michele Doc- that there should be no such problems 
compiled an astounding 16-14 mark oach Henry was a big factor ne Hue is torrid pace in coming Monday night as they practiced in harty and sophomore Justine Metz, by the time the Big East Tournament 
including, at one point, a nine- ~~ ™Y decision to attend Georgetown,” . years. Surprisingly, Georgetown al- McDonough Gymnasium. They had Nave just gotten over injuries which ‘comes around, which takes place in 
game winning streak. Indeed, it is Taylor said. “We developed a good ready seems to be feeding off its just come home after a disappointing Prevented them from practicing for Providence this year in November. In 
rare when one recruiting year brings elation when I played under Own SUCCESS: As Henry describes it, three-game Pitt Converse Classic where = © weeks before the Pitt Classic. fact he is so confident about the 
such drastic improvement. But this im in the Junior Olympics.” Never-  “T've gotten calls and letter from they lost all of their games. He said: What is suffering the most now is tournament that there is no hesitation 
is the effect seven freshmen have theless, Henry's prize recruit admits coaches all over the country con- “Since they're so young Ttnusr accept their middle game— as can be seen in when he says that he expects a GU- 
had on the program. Spearheading to having seriously considered sev- cerning their star player's interest the fact that they're going to make their recent scores (15-7 in the Pitt Pitt final. Pitt's coach thinks so also, 
this septet of newcomers is Cathy = eral other schools. Among those in Georgetown. Even players from ar Classic). Although the problem is of- saying that even though his team won * 
Taylor, a heavily recruited perform- ~~ Were the Universities of Houston California and Florida (perennial What Henry means by the word fense, Henry is not particularly worried the Classic, the Big East will be “a 
er from Midwood High School in ~~ and Virginia, Penn State and Pitt, volleyball hotbeds which tradition- 4 = tir Tovond ase. E at this point. He explained: “I know dogfight.” ! 
Brooklvn. N.Y. all traditional volleyball power- . ally are able to hang onto their best Young 0s 1ar :DEYONT. age. SVON 1 hove ; Se : Clit t yn, i sll : . : though there are seniors on the team, they can do it and so do they— they've So despite the loss in the Pitt Classic, 

Her volleybulliskills were honed ip hiv a y Vahl " players) ave Sh a serious in terms of experience there is much 8°! the determination to do so, as both team and coach are very con- 
it 2 Dice. or Brremered from or a solid e es! ion in addi Jo 0 nisren in 3 is school. to learn. Henry himself is new, this hey've shown by pushing many games fident that things will be quite different 

Brookive ne eniywhere=-Japsn. Jip: p ar n ag Progam, So a etore this ta even started, being his second year at Georgetown © 8 long as three hours. We just have in the Big East Tournament. Already 
Fess ‘outs viewed Taglor m2 i Bie ail Sonn or a? lenry was oa ing what, at the and within this timespan there have © work on concentration and relax a there are indications that the slump is 
strong’ up-and-coming ‘player, and € sc oe 2 i] he y e pe time, seemed to be ludicrous pre- been many changes. “When I first bit more on the court.” coming to a close, and that would be 
1 1004 thoy tavited Her io tiavel gram and thatishe con'd be a.big dictions. Things such as winning at came to Georgetown,” Henry com- “To give you an indication of what's just in time. 

EA, RE past of the Soom resurgence. i leet half of the thirty-odd matches mend. “1 siined er froin ; A S y G id H ; mi 

) ! : pparently Henry wasn’t just talk- (with a year-old 7 and 27 squad?) ] : in 
Toor Sana. So ha ing Hirough his hat. The head coach and contention for the Big East SINE hs i pectator S uiae to oy a Spor ts E 

and his family while competing with roca a i losis oom Champions, im a al ut strong fraskmen [some frome Turicr Sunday, October 27 Soccer vs Shenendoah, 2:00 p.m. 
some of the best high school players wisi Indicative at al of Hi Ee place b on 5 th out o Tine fe Olympic teams] and together with our Monday, October 28 Field Hockey vs Trinity, 3:30 pm. : . 

in the world. Taylor herself admits, a, Ai you elore? . Some : e returning players our starting team is Wednesday, October 30 Soccer vs Maryland, 2:00 p.m. Tu 
a a fe another good recruiting year, goals mentioned. Henry followe ein of The Sanaest It Tsou teen Field Hockey vs Catholic, 3:30 p.m. 

hore Sara I sd Ez wi Johns ay, 1 knew we would be the coaching standby of predisung ; : 
! } very strong this year. imminent improvement on the basis 

out all of high school.” Her eventual Taylor’s prowess is substantiated of a solid recruiting campaign and 
connection to Georgetown can be by her statistics as well as by her a deceiving previous-season slate. 
traced through this international coach. Her 287 kills through the But unlike most other sports, he THERE ARE TWO SIDES T0 % 

experience to the current volleyball = first 24 games of the season put her and his Taylor-led squad are making ’ 
coach at GU. 84 above the next highest total on the coach appear positively pro- BECOMING A NURSE Ph THE ARMY. “ 

Enter Steve Henry, first year head the team. Such a prodigious total  phetic. : B 7 

And they re both repre- : 
When a 4 hour test counts sontadly thi Tadants wort wt 

Lutheran Students h 4 f h ] = asamember of the Army Nurse ne as much as 4 years of school, Prana ales Anny Dus : Come to Sunday worship : LOrps. 1 Nhe caduceus on the lett : 

means you re part of a health care : at Georgetown youd better be prepared. means you r or > weaitt } Care 4 

Lutheran Church system in which educational and 
11:00 a.m, . career advancement are the rule, 

1556 Wisconsin Ave., NW LSAT, GMAT, GRE classes forming now not the exception. The gold bar 
Lsay ITER 1 oi Sa 1-800-222-TEST on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
MCAT evening, weekday and weekend a earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 

; SAT glosses, Quarles: Seon in, 0 i Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 

, . iY a 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 

% 24 hours FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY Service 

%k EXPERT ALTERATION Service 

* We clean SUEDE, LEATHER, FUR and DRAPERIES 

3 % Same day DRY CLEANING Service 

* SHIRT in 9.00 am. READY by 5.00 p.m. 

% SHOE REPAIR 

  

er rarer 
| 2 HOURS 

Fi ananaen Won. — Sat 
ome dB iam sein 20% OFF iia : 

1 enon oT DUMBARTON CLEANERS with student ID 
i 

| nn, ge 

| 
| 

3147 Dumbarton Ave., NW 

Washington, D.C. 20007     333-1944 

  

  
  

BLESSED SACRAMENT 

FATHERS AND BROTHERS (S.S.S) 
Religious communities are a lot like you 

and me. As we look around, we see people 

who resemble us in many ways—physical 

features, shared feelings and human ex- 

periences, common goals—and yet who are 

very different from us in their individuality, 

too. We are defined as persons by that 

which we share with the rest of people, and 

by that which distinguishes us from others. ° 

In the Catholic Church there are hun- 

dreds of religious communities, or orders. 

These groups of ‘‘religious’’ men and 

women have come out of a common tradi- 

tion—what Pope John Paul II terms ‘the 

consecrated life’’—and thus have much in 

common (the vows, community living, and 

a share in the Church’s mission of 

spreading the Kingdom of God). 

But each religious community has 

something which marks it out as distinct 

from the others, too. This charism (or gift 

of the Holy Spirit) is each community’s 

unique ideal or spirit which, when added to 

the whole, manifests the richness of the 

mystery of salvation in Jesus Christ. It is 

fitted, like a single piece of colored stone in- 

to a mosaic, to form part of the bigger pic- 

ture of Jesus Christ today. 

The Congregation of the Blessed Sacra- 

ment (or the Blessed Sacrament Fathers and 

Brothers) is a relatively new and small com- 

munity among the Church’s religious 

orders. The Congregation was founded in 

the year 1856 by Saint Peter-Julian 

* Eymard, popularly known as ‘‘the Apostle 

of the Eucharist,’’ to promote awareness of 

and appreciation for the eucharistic 

Presence of the risen Lord. From its hum- 

ble beginnings in Paris, France, the Con- 
gregation today numbers 1200 members in 

has blessed the work of the Congregation 

enormously in its first century-and-a- \ 
quarter of life and labor on behalf of the 

Kingdom. : 
What distinguishes the Blessed Sacra- 

ment Fathers and Brothers is their intense 

love for the Eucharist. Certainly, the 

Eucharist belongs to the entire Church, but 

the Priests and Brothers of the Congrega- 

tion have accepted a special charge from the 

Church to be contemporary apostles of the 

Eucharist and of eucharistic living. The The 

Rule of Life puts it this way: ‘Our ideal is 

to live the Eucharistic Mystery to the fullest 

and to make clear its significance so that the 

Kingdom of Christ may come....”” (1) 

Living the Eucharistic Mystery to its 

fullest means developing every possible 

dimension of the Eucharist. Through a love 

for the Liturgy and for prayer before the 

Blessed Sacrament, through a life of 

brotherly concern in community, and 

through a life of service and of dedication 

to justice and peace, Blessed Sacrament 

Fathers and Brothers seek to show all of us 

how fulfilling and demanding life lived in 

the light of the Eucharist can be! 

The Congregation of the Blessed Sacra- 

ment has nine local communities through- 

out the United States. Since coming to New 

York City in 1900, the Blessed Sacrament 

Fathers and Brothers have expanded their 

witness and ministry to Chicago, 

Cleveland, Albuquerque, San Antonio, Salt 

Lake City, and other cities and towns. 

The fire of eucharistic zeal still burns in 
the hearts of those who have followed in the 
footsteps of Saint Peter-Julian Eymard. 

New generations of apostles of the 

Eucharist continue his work and inspira- 

tion, so that all Christians might be more 

|.)   
HOW FAR WILL YOUR TALENT TAKE YOU? 

genuinely men and women of the Eucharist. 

EUCHARIST 
. ISOUR LIFE 

-.. Contact: Brother Zeegers s.s.s. 
1335 West Harrison Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60607 

approximately 34 nations worldwide. God 
  Apply for the TIME College Achievement Awards and find $1.000-$5.000 and profiled in a special promotional section 

out. TIME Magazine is searching for 100 college juniors who in TIME. Eighty finalists will receive certificates of merit. All 

have distinguished themselves by their excellence, in academ- 100 students will be given first consideration for internships 

ics and, more importantly, exceptional achievement outside with participating corporations, some of which are listed 

the classroom. [J The top twenty winners will be awarded below. [] Details at your dean's office or call 1-800-523-5948. 

Time Inc. The American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc. « Ford Division « U.S. Navy Officer Program 

TIME 
The College Achievement Awards 

  

  

(312) 243-7400 
Le Blessed Sacrament Fathers and Brothers 
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by William Mills 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

i Autumn's colorful leaves, chilly 
Saturday afternoons and the last 
weekend in October all mean one 

~ thing for the men’s cross country 

team: it’s championship time. With 
over two months of training and 
weekly competition against some 
of the nation’s best teams behind 
them, Georgetown’s Harriers are 

now about to embark upon the 
most important part of their season. 
The major meets begin tomorrow 
as the Hoyas travel to Franklin 
Park in Boston to run in the Big 
East Championships. 

8 At this same time a year ago, one 

ever placed third at the conference 
championships. But the 1985 Hoyas 

. no longer employ the services of 

[former All-Americans Kevin King 
and Frank McConville, who gradu- 

ated last May. King and McConville 
led the 1984 team with high indivi- 

dual finishes (second and sixth) at 
the Big East Meet. 

“This year we don’t have anyone 

who is really challenging for a top- 
five finish,” commented Assistant 
Coach Walter Krolman. 

Instead, the Harriers have been 
| relying on their depth and strong 

team running throughout this sea- 

son. Although there is no single 
. Hoya runner who consistently turns 
Lin an outstanding time, the team 

has given up fewer points than may 

have been expected. Throughout 

the season Georgetown has been 
able to make some respectable 
showings against such perennially 

strong teams as Villanova, Navy, 

North Carolina State, West Virginia 

and Penn State. The Hoyas have 
been capitalizing on their depth to 
finish a pack of five or six runners 
high in the standings. 

“I think this is our strength,” said 

~ Krolman. “In terms of depth, we 
have the best team in the league.” 

But depth alone does not make a 
good cross country team. Strong 
teams should have a combination 

of one or two strong individual 
runners who can finish in the top 

five as well as solid fourth, fifth and 
sixth men who can finish in the top 
15. 

In the Big East, Providence seems 
to be the only team with the com- 

plete package. The Friars won the 

championship last year and have 

returned all their runners this sea- 
son. 

“They're the clear-cut choice to 
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by Margaret Morgan 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

As the height of the cross country 
season fast approaches, the wo- 
men’s Cross country team continues 
to improve. October 12, the team 

achieved a decisive victory in a 

dual meet with William and Mary 
and James Madison. Freshmen Mar- 

garet Scutro and Heidi Roe turned 
in outstanding performances, fin- 
ishing first and fourth. Kara Mullen, 
Lisa McNally and Mary McCul- 
lough contributed to the George- 
town victory by placing sixth, se- 

venth and thirteenth respectively. 
This victory will help the team 

prepare psychologically for the Big 

East Championships tomorrow at 
Franklin Park in Boston. “It’s a hil- 
ly, challenging 5000 meter course,” 

said Coach Pan Fanaritis. The meet 

will likely be a good measure of the 
team’s improvements this year. 

The. team has been gearing up 
for this meet all season, since they 

“will face such rivals as Villanova, 

Boston College, St. John’s and the 
University of Connecticut, as well 

as Syracuse and Providence. Villa-   

of Georgetown’s strongest teams 

| Cross Country Teams 
Prepare For Big East 
Men Will Rely On Depth 

win,” Krolman said. “They have 
good people up front and a bunch 
of other very strong runners.” 

Boston College is also expected 
to make a strong showing tomor- 
row. Krolman feels that if all the 
Eagles are healthy they will pro- 
bably run as well as they did last 

year, when they placed second. 
Third place is a toss-up between 

Villanova and Georgetown. Earlier 
in the season at Burke Lake, VA, 

the Hoyas defeated the Wildcats 

22-35. But Villanova came back 
two weeks ago to down Georgetown 
176-198 at the Paul Short Memorial. 
Villanova has three outstanding 

individuals who can turn in good 
times, but the Wildcat depth is 

suspect. Their fourth and fifth men 

have usually finished in the twenties. 
Georgetown balances the individual 

strength of Villanova with its own 
depth. 

According to Big East Confer- 

ence rules, Krolman will be able to 

enter 12 men in the race. He will be 
looking for good performances from 

senior captain Mike Regan and 
sophomore Mark Whitehouse. Re- 
gan has been the team leader both 
in terms of leadership qualities and 
running ability. He has been the 
first Hoya to finish in every meet 

this season. Whitehouse has been 
consistently second. Krolman will 

be pleased to see Regan place 
around fifth and Whitehouse in the 
low teens. 

The key to the race for George- 
town will be depth. Junior Mike 

Quin, sophomore Jim Grelle and 
freshmen Bill Going, Chris Flynn 
and Neil Donahue are all similar in 
terms of ability. Grelle and Quin 
have been improving steadily and 
the freshmen have been uncharac- 
teristically consistent. If these five 

runners can beat the fourth man 
for Villanova, Krolman claims the 
Hoyas have a solid shot of placing 
ahead of the Wildcats and repeating 
at third this year.’ 

Given the strong schedule the 
team has just completed — they ran 
against five Top Twenty teams this 

fall—and the steady individual and 
team improvement throughout the 
season, Georgetown should look 

for a strong showing tomorrow. The 

runners seem to be beginning to gel 
at just the right time and the new 
Franklin Park course of a lot of 

grass and hills is conducive to this 
young team. A third place finish is 

reasonable and respectable for a 

team that began the season with 
many questions. 

Women Hope to Peak in Meet 
nova’s team has been running well 
this season and Boston College has 
the advantage of home territory; 

they appear to be GU’s greatest 
competitors. 

The team has been “spending 
time getting mentally prepared,” 

according to Fanaritis, and they 
look to have a good shot at third or 

possibly second place in this meet. 

Six Georgetown runners who ran 

last year (Kris Kost, McCullough, 
Mullen, Stacy Shelton, McNally, 

and Cassie Rizzo) at the Big East, 
will be running again this year. 

Also, Georgetown’s top runners 

Ann Begley, Margaret Scutro and 

Heidi Roe will also run, giving the 
team greatly improved depth. Fan- 
aritis expects Begley, Scutro and 
Roe to finish in the top ten or 

fifteen, and Kost, Mullen, McNally 
and McCullough should be in the 
top twenty to twenty-five. 

Last year the team placed fourth 
at the Big East meet. “We've prac- 
ticed hard all season preparing for 
this meet and the District II Cham- 
pionships,” concluded Fanaritis. “I 

think our work will pay off.”     

  

by John Floegel 
HOYA Staff. Writer 
  

Georgetown Rugby, after a disap- 
pointing 0-3 start, has surged impres- 
sively, scoring victories successively 
over Catholic and East Carolina. 

The winless streak ended as John 
Moore, senior vice-president of the 

Rugby Club, took charge, leading an 

incessant attack against the Catholic 
squad. Georgetown led most of the 

way, and stretched their lead out in 
the second half over a battered and 
exhausted Catholic crew. The final 
score was 18-9. 

The second win in the last two 

weeks, like the first, took place at 45th 
and Q, Georgetown’s home field. The 
game featured the inspired play of 
Brad Smith, who carried his team much 
of the way until sustaining a shoulder 
injury late in the game that will sideline 
him for the remainder of the fall 
season. Smith's teammates rose to the 
occasion, again playing tough down the 
stretch to notch a 16-7 victory. The 
B team also recorded a victory for 
Georgetown, with Brad Stein, a sure 
bet for the A squad in the spring, 
leading the way. 

Both the Catholic and the East 
Carolina games featured the superb 
kicking of sophomore transfer Eric 
Stafford. Stafford has put life into the 
kicking game, adding a key element 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

  

Photo by Christin Driscoll 

A win in any of the final five games will give the soccer team its highest victory total in more than 18 years. 
  

Soccer Playoff Dreams Fall Short 
  

by Stuart Pollard 
HOY A Staff Writer 

  

The Hoya soccer team had its real- 
istic playoff hopes dashed last week- 
end when it was shutout at Pittsburgh 

3-0. The Hoyas can only qualify for 
the Big East Championship Tourna- 
ment on November 9-10 if St. John’s 
loses their final two division games, 

and Georgetown wins their division 
finale against Seton Hall November 
2nd. However, the Hoyas have little 
reason to be disappointed with their 
season. They still have five games left 
to play, and their current 6-8 record 
already equals the team number of 
victories in 1984. 

Among these victories are three 

against opponents who defeated them 
last year. The Hoyas have avenged 
1984 losses to Catholic, Towson State, 

and Mary Washington. These victories 
also include the Homecoming game, 
in which the Hoyas defeated Big East 
rival Villanova by a score of 3-2. It was 

one of the team’s biggest wins this 
year, and despite the close score, Head 

* Coach Keith Tabatznik said the win 
was ‘“‘very convincing.” 

These wins were a result of the team 
playing up to its potential. However, 
this has not happened as much as 
Coach Tabatznik would like. “Our 
level of play has improved this season, 
but we are still not playing up te our 

full potential,” Tabatznik said. This 
situation is more understandable due 
to the youth of the Hoyas. “This 
season, as well as last season, have 

New Scoring System in Use 
as Y ates Cup Chase Begins 
  

by Bob Maruca 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

With Georgetown intramurals well 
in progress, Assistant Director Jim 
Sullivan is very pleased with the new 

scoring system for the Yates Cup. The 
system, changed from last year’s point 

system which emphasized winning, now 
focuses on team spirit, participation 
and sportsmanship. 

“The system is working well,” said 
Sullivan. “There are fewer forfeits 
because the bigger floors do not have 
such a big advantage. 

Sullivan estimates that of the 20 
teams which remain in the football 
tournament today, approximately 40 
percent would have already dropped 
out under last year’s system. In the 

past, teams have forfeited their season 
after losing their first few games be- 
cause they realized they could not 
gain any Yates Cup points after they 
were out of contention in a sport. 

The new system, however, meets 
this problem by making team partici- 

pation one of the criteria for the cup. 
“It was hard for teams to get up on 
Saturday mornings when they didn’t 
have this incentive,” explains Sullivan. 

With the new system instituted, the 
intramural program got underway with 

the Back to School Mile Run. David 
Carpenter won the race in the men’s 
division with a time of 4:50. Amanda 
Vaught took it for the women running 
the mile in 5:38. 

In the Early Bird Basketball Tourna- 
ment final Kelly's Heroes, with their 
superior height, defeated First New 
North 44-28. Kelly's Heroes had to get 
by I Will Be Done in the Independent 
final, while First New North had to 

defeat the Sheep of Third New South 
in the Dorm final. 

The Sheep fared better in the Fall 
Golf Classic as Guy Cote, Dan Katan, 

Have Ruggers Shed Losing Ways of Old? 
that makes Georgetown a more well- 

- rounded and formidable unit. 
Georgetown will try to make it three 

straight when they meet Towson State 
this week in Baltimore. The Hoyas 

want to exact revenge for their drub- 
bing at the hands of Towson two years 
ago, a humiliation only partially atoned 
for by Georgetown’s narrow victory 
last year. 

Georgetown’s next home game is 
November 9th against William and 
Mary. They will carry their newfound 
confidence into this match, an attitude 
expressed by Senior President Dave 
Pegno, “I'm very optimistic about our 

- progress. If things keep going the way 
that they are, this will be the best team 

we've had in my four years.” 

Steve Koerner and Matt Peterson, all 
representing Third New South scram- 

bled for a 64 and an 8 under par. 
The intramural football season, which 

is still in progress, has faced constant 
game cancellations due to weather. 
Despite the complications, Men's In- 
dependent teams Make Love Not War 

and Shave appear to be the top con- 
tenders for the title while the defending 
champions Murphy’s Law, who have 

already dropped one game, are not yet 
out of contention. 

A power has yet to clearly emerge, 
however, in the Men's dorm division 

or in the Women’s League because 
cancellations have prevented all of the 
teams from playing an equal number 
of games. : 

Upcoming events include tonight's 
wrestling tournament, Monday’s vol- 
leyball tournament, team handball 
(which begins Monday, November 4) 

and water polo on the weekend of 
November 9 and 10. Three-on-three 
basketball, co-sponsored by Schick and 
the NBA, will be another big event in 
November. The Turkey Trot and the 
cross country race—which will both 
be run November 21 —and team bas- 

ketball are three of the most popular 
events at Georgetown. Entries for all 
three of these events will be available 
Monday. 

  

The HOYA 
Athlete of the Week 

  

Mike Rice 
Rice, a sophomore from White 

Plains, NY, was named ECAC south 
Co-Defensive Player of the Week 
for his efforts in Georgetown’s 28-0 
victory over St. Peter's last week- 

end. The defensive tackle recorded 
six solo tackles, had five assists, 

one pass deflection, one fumble 
recovery and shared a sack, as the 
Hoyas recorded their first shutout 

since 1981. The last Hoya to earn 
ECAC defensive honors was safety 
Alex Poulos back in 1983.       

been learning experiences, and experi- 
ence is more important than talent,” 
he said. 

Off the field, the team has been 
helping out in their community. Several 
of the players acted as referees in a 
Special Olympics soccer tournament, 
which the team hosted. The effort put 
forth by the players required a great 
deal of time and understanding, and 
the tournament was very successful. 

The Hoyas’ last three home games 
are upcoming: Shenandoah on October 
27th, Maryland on October 30th, and 
Seton Hall on November 2nd. Tabatz- 
nik feels the team should beat Shenan- 
doah, and that Maryland should pro- 
vide a tough game. In the final home 
game for the Hoyas, the team will try 
to even its Big East Southern Division 
record at 2-2. ; 

% : Photo by Natalie Robb 

Hits like these made life miserable 
for the Hoyas in the disastrous 

Homecoming game. 
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Tennis Has 

Shot At Top 

Spot in Big 

East Finals 
  

by Mark Chubb 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Coming off an unprecedented unde- 
feated season, the Georgetown wom- 
en’s tennis team is heading for this 
weekend's Big East Tournament at 
Villanova University. The Hoyas fin- 
ished their season with an 8-0 record 
under the guidance of Coach Kathy 
Kemper. 

As Kemper said earlier in the year, 
this year’s team has the best chance 
of any that she has coached to win the 
tournament. The third-ranked Hoyas 
will face stiff competition, expecially 
from number one Syracuse and second- 
ranked Boston College. “It will be 
especially tough,” said Kemper, “be- 
cause Kelly Cawley, who plays number 
six singles, will be unable to attend 
because of an exam conflict.” 

The Hoyas will still field an excellent 
team, however. Kathy Federici will 
play first singles while Penny Rickard 
and Lynn Fagan will play second and 
third singles, respectively. The starting 
lineup also includes Jill Hungerford at 

fourth singles, Alexandra Asfour at 
fifth singles and Meaghan McLaughlin 
in the sixth singles slot. McLaughlin will 
be subbing for Cawley, but Kemper 
says, “We won't be hurt badly, since 
Meaghan is a very good player; she 
just lacks some of the seasoning that 
Kelly has.” 

Federici and Rickard comprise the 
first doubles team, while playing at 
second doubles will ‘be Fagan and 
Hingerford. Asfour and McLaughlin 
will combine to make the third doubles 
team. 

The overall strength of the Hoyas 
this season is perhaps best shown by 
the outstanding individual records. 
Four players—Federici, Rickard, Fagan 
and Asfour—all posted unbeaten rec- 
ords this year in singles play. Kemper 
believes that these four have the best 
chances to gain individual honors in 
the tournament this weekend. 
Kemper is pleased with her team’s 

chances for many reasons, including 
the impressive play this season and the 
fact that all six players are experienced. 
“Most importantly,” said Kemper, 
“they are all very good competitors.” 

“At this level, all of their opponents 
are very talented and motivation can 
lead to victory over a more technically 
talented player. Often at this level the 
more motivated player wins. And I 
believe that this team wants the victory 
the most,” she said. : 

Gridders Romp Over 
Peacocks; Hopkins Next 
  

by Philip E. Junker 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The Georgetown Hoyas won their 

third contest of the year last Friday 
night, breaking a nine-quarter scoreless 

string and a two game losing streak by 
defeating the Peacocks of St. Peter's 

by a score of 28-0. Quarterbacks Matt 
Zebrowski and John Duggan combined 

for 3 touchdown passes and Ted Kal- 
  

Georgetown 
Time: 1:30 p.m. 
Day: October 26 : 
Place: at Johns Hopkins 
Team Records: Georgetow 
Last Meeting: 1984, Johns Ho, 
Series Record: Johns Hopkins 

lina added a field goal to constitute 

the Hoya offense. 

The defense, in its best performance 
of the year, recorded its first shutout 

of the season. The victory marked the 
Hoyas’ third straight on natural grass, 

a striking contrast to its 0-2 record on 
its home artificial turf. 

Tomorrow, the team will face the 
tough Blue Jays of Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore. Last year’s 

matchup, on Homecoming, resulted in 
a 42-0 loss for the Hoyas. The team 

hopes to continue this year’s success 

on the road as it wraps up a two game 
road trip. 

Hopkins runs a multiple offense with 
quarterback Mark Campbell ar the 

helm. The Jays lost only one starter 
from last year’s offense, a season which 

the team ended at 5-4. Defensively, 

the Jays will line up in a 5-0 with a 
roving “monster back” patrolling the 
strong side. Hopkins has been known to 
run out of a two tight ends formation 

on occasion. 
The Hoyas approach tomorrow’s 

contest with a feeling of confidence. “I 
think that to come back and shut out a 

team after losing two straight at home 
shows a lot of fortitude,” said one 
player. 

  

   

  

    
The Hoyas may be spurred on to- 

morrow by a desire to avenge last 
year’s humiliation. Accounts of last 
year’s contest describe last minute 
bombs by the Jays in an attempt to run 

up an already bloated score. Regardless 
of the accuracy of these reports, there 

is no love lost between the coaching 
staffs of these two clubs. 

If last Friday's game is any indica- 
tion, the Blue and Grey's offense may 

be back on track. The 28 point explo- 
sion raised the team’s scoring average 
to 13.4, its highest level since the 
second week. 

It is time for the true Hoya team to 
show its face. The team’s next four 
contests will be the toughest on its 
schedule, and it will require extra effort 
to be successful. Tomorrow’s game is 
the best chance the Hoyas have for 
victory for the remainder of the season. 

   

 


